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CHAPTER I 
SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The~ £or~ .study. The penal institutions o£ the federal 
and state governments are charged with the security and reformation o£ 
prisoners o£ their respective institutions. The law assumes that the 
process o£ socialization and rehabilitation o£ those imprisoned is one 
o£ the means to this end and specifies that each prisoner shall be given 
a program o£ education which on the basis o£ available data1 seems most 
likely to further the process.l That correctional or penal education, 
broadly defined, is an a~grtant £actor in the process o£ rehabilita-
tion o£ inmates is almost an accepted principle. Nathan Peyser recog-
nizes ~~e importance o£ education in correctional work and at the same 
time asks what can be done to improve it.. Re says: 
BOw cRn the educational.activities o£ our prisons 
and re:f'of.matories be made more effective in rehabilitat-
ing the .criminal? We see an answer to this problem 
beoausi;""We feel that i't is the fundamental one in correc-
tional administration today. Education in penal institutions 
cannot be considered apart £rom the rehabilitation motive; 
in turn~ a rehabilitation program is meaningless Without an 
educat~onal background and procedure to control and guide 
it. 2 
In seeking the solution to Peyser's question one £act stands out: The 
success o£ any rehabilitative program is dependent on the right kind 
lJames v. Bennett, Annual Report, Federal Prisons 1 1949 (Leavenworth, Kansas, 1950), p. 1. 
2Nathan Peyser, "The Significance o£ Penal Education." Commission 
£or the ~tudy o£ Educational Problems o£ Penal Institutions £or Youth 
"'(lrew"""'YO'r , 1934}, P• 15. 
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tl !, James v. Bennett~ Director~ Bureau of Prisons~ stated in his 
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Annual Report (July 1, 1948 to Juae 301 1949) the following in regard to 
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an adequate program of correctional education: 
A complete program of correctional education should 
include instruction in the basic tool subjects for minimum 
functioning li~eraoy; opportunities to make up school defi-
ciencies; vocational training to increase employability; 
instruction in wholesome leisure-time activities; guidance 
toward the achievement of mental and physical health; and 
a type of social education designed to develop personal 
insight and an understanding of interpersonal values and 
community living.3 
As stated ~viously the basis of the success of any rehabilitation 
program is the right kind of staff, but in effective combination with 
this must be a complete program of correctional education as outlined 
by Belll!l.ett. 
, j The question now arises: Where does music fit into the com-
~~~ posi te program of' penal or correctional education? Why teach music to 
I 
, inmates of penal institutions? In fact, why democratize music at all? 
.I 
There are reasons sound and important f'or this venture. To have a 
successful rehabilitative program in any penal institution the staff' 
should be adequate in numbers and qualified by temperament~ training, 
and experience to remake the unnatural and complex situation of' the 
I 
ordinary penal institution into an environment whieh effectively re-
habilitates inmates. MUsic is a part of every environment and therefore 
I" would exert influence in the penal institutions. Hence, if' we assume 
j that the function of' penal institutions is to ref'~~ which is the modern 
'·I scientific approach, and that reformation is an educational process 
I 
3James V. Bennett, Annual Report, Federal Prisons, 1949 !l (Lea~orth, Kansas, 1950), P• 21. 
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music should form an integral part of this phase of education because of 
its influence and contribution towards mental health and life development 
I through proper expression and its contribution in the proper development 
I of leisure-time habits. 
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A keen music educator who can work out methods of applying his 
musical knowledge and skill to the emotional problems of human beings 
who are inmates of prisons# refor.matories, and other penal institutions 
should emerge with a set of techniques that are not only absorbingly 
I 
interesting# but also extremely helpful to some of his unfortunate human 
brothers. 
MUsic educators in the field of penal work are as yet, almost 
non-existent, and it Will probably be some years before there vdll be 
positions filled by persons who are as able as those employed in teaching 
music in public schools. There is a lack of literature which one might 
consult concerning the amount of musical activity in these institutions, 
and there is no book, to the knowledge of the writer, which one might 
consult for a systematic presentation of the aims, methods, and cautions 
j to be observed in the field of music in the penal system. There are 
I various books, magazine articles~ and brief discussions in annual reports 
j of organizations concerned with penal or correctional institutions that 
I I merely refer or stat~ briefly that music is carried on fun the institutions 
! and has therapeutic value. These statements are inadequate as sources of., 
I information and comparison for the answer to the questions of this study. 
! With the penal institutions respoasible for the security and 
I reformation of inmates, With penal education in its broadest sense 
expressly accepted as a means of achieving this security and reformation 
of prisoners by means of correctional education and music forming an 
integral part of this education, there is justification of a new survey in 
3 
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~ this area. 
~problem. The problem then is: To what extent are musical I 
ji ll activities carried ofi in the various types o£ penal institutions in north-
eastern United States. The purpose o£ the present study is to contribute 
an angwer to this question and to meet, in part at least, the need 
outlined in th~ preceding paragraph. Furthermore, it is reasonable to 
assume that the'results o£ this study will be o£ some value to music 
educators who are interested in the wider application o£ music in all 
areas o£ activity and to administrators o£ penal institutions who believe 
that music would be e££eotive in penal treatment or reformation. 
i 
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CHAPTER II 
SCOPE OF TEE STUDY 
~ introductory study. It is i•tended that the present study 
lbe regarded as an introductory survey in deter.mining the extent to which 
music activities are being used as part of correetional or penal re-
habilitative progrrums. It comprises a somewhat general treatment of what 
are considered the major music activities of this field rather than an 
I 
exha~stive investigation of one or more ·or these music activities. 
 Types ~music activities in.cluded. Since there must be some 
I limitations as.to scope in a study of this character~ the writer has con-
\1 
I 
l1 fined his attention primarily to the following music activities: 
II 
I (1) Band 
(2) Dance Orchestra 
(3) Concert Orchestra 
(4) Choral Groups 
(a) Religious 
(b) Non-religious 
(5) ±nstrumen.tal Instruction 
(6) Appreciation or listening 
·~) Minstrel Show 
(8) Operetta 
{9) Community Singing 
~~ .Another important aspect concerned with the types of music 
)!activities is deter-mining the ext~t to which the various institutions 
llhave any music activities :ln which the individuals participate as 
,I *' ~ !!performers or listeners. uistsniDg would include the time spent liateniDg 
II 
I 
I 
-.1-
to music over the radio and over the public address systems in the work 
shops and dining halls • (See Appendix I) 
.!!'!! ~ surveyed 1:!! ~ study. As the title and the state-
I ment of the problem suggest, the area of research, so far as current 
I 
,/ 
I 
I 
praotioes are concerned, is limited t~ penal institutions in the 
:aortheastern. United States, and under the jurisdiction of the states 
or the federal government. The nature and purpose of the problem impose 
this limit. The need for knowing current conditions makes it necessary 
I 
li that very recent data be used. The. study was begtm in the winter o:f 1951. !1 li The data, therefore, cover the :fiscal year of 1951-1952. 
Institutions~ in~ study;. T.he institutions used in the 
present study represent the state and federal penal institutions of north-
, eastern United States, which include those of the states of Maine, New 
I 
jl 
II 
Hampshire, Ver.mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The penal institutions are of various 
designations such as prisons, refor.matories, penitentiaries, penal far.ms, 
vocational schools, correctional institutions, and institutions :for the 
criminally insane. 
The following pages list the institutions included in the 
I! 
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I survey. These are taken from the pamphlet, State ~ National Correctional i; 
ij Institutions of ~ United States 2!_ .America, Canada, England, ~ Scotland :: 
I -- Ot:ricial 1951,4 Inf'ormatioa is given concerning: when the institution II 
was opened, normal capacity, average population 1950, type of offenders in l~ 
·' 
the institution, and age limits of the inmates. l
lj 
The institutions used in 1 
this study are marked with asterisks. 
4 State and National Correctional Institutions of United States 
of .America, Cana"da, England, and Scotland _._ Official i951 (New York, 
1951). Pamphlet, 76 PP• 
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state .!:!!!! :datiolil.al correctiolll.al institutiollls.s 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Youth Service Boara 14 Somerset Street 
William. A. MaoCormiek, Chairm.a:m. 
Dr.~Cecilia MCGover.a 
Thomas J. Turl~ 
Walter c. Bell, Executive Secretary 
Industrial School ~ Boys, Harvard Road, Shirley** 
Robert T. Grey, Superinteadeat 
Opeaed 1909 - Normal Capacity 195 
Boston 8 
Average population 1960: 1a9 males. Juvelil.ile delilil.quents. 
Age limits: 15 - 20 
Industrial Sckool ~ Girls, Old Common Road, Lancaster** 
Miss Elizabetili: Bocil.e 1 Superilttenol.ent 
Opened 1854_- Normal Capacity 190 
Average population 1950: 59 females. Juvenile delinquents and 
mi sEI.emeanants. 
Age limits: 7 - 17 
Lyman. School £!I!. Boys, Westborough** 
Charles A. DuBois, Superintendent 
Opened 1846 - Normal Capacity 278 
Average population 1950; 238 males. Juvenile.delinquents and 
misdemeanants. 
Age limits: 7 - 18 
5Ibid., PP• 16-38. 
I! 
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St~te F~r.m# Bridgewater (P. o. State Farm)** 
James E. Warren, Superintendent 
Opeaed 1856 - Normal Capacity 2824 
Average population 1950• 2150 (2054 males, 96 females). Felons I 
misdemeanants, criminal insane, defective delinquents, drug 
addicts, and inebriates • 
.Age limits : Nolle 
Massachusetts Reformato;y, West Concord** 
Jol!un. c. Dolan, Superintendent 
Opened 1884- Normal Capaeity.llOO_ 
Average population 1950; 785 males. Felons, misdemanants,.and 
defective deliaquents. 
Age limits: Up to 29 
Ref'ormato;y for Women# Frami:mgh.am** 
Dr. Miriam Van Waters, Superintendent 
Opened 1877 - Normal Capacity 344 
Average population 1950: 256 females. Felons, midemeanants, 
defective delinque:nts, drug addicts, and inebriates • 
.Age limits: None 
State Prison Colo!¥• Norfolk 
Frank B. Coughlin, Superintendent 
Opened 1931 - Normal Capacity 1208 
Average population 1950: 907 males. Felons, misdemeanants, and 
meQieal transfers from State peaal institutions under tke 
Department of Correction, and from «ounty jails and houses of 
correetion. 
Age limits: None 
Massachusetts State Priso~~ (Charlestown) Bosto~** 
Joha J. 0 1Briem~ Waraea 
Opemed 1805 - Normal Capacity 600 
Average populat~o~ 1950: 594 males. Feloas. 
Age limits: Nome 
NEW YORK 
Departme~t o£ Correotiom 
Alf'red E. Smith State O££iee Building 
William E. Leonard, Actimg Commissio~er 
Paul D. MeGilUilis, Deputy Commissioner 
Attica Priso~, Attica** 
Walter B. Martim, M.D., Wardem 
Ope~ed 1931 - Normal Capaeity 2064 
Average population 1950: 2030 males. 
Age limits: 16 up 
.Aubur:a Priso:a, .AubUrlll** 
Robert E. 1\fu.rph.y, Warde:a 
Ope:m.ed 1817 - Normal Capacity 1636 
Felo:as. 
Average population 1950: 1604 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Clinton Prison~ Dannemora 
J. Ve!'l!l.el Jacksolil., Warden 
Opened 1845 - Normal Capacity 1472 
Average papulation 1950: 1626 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up. 
9 
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Great :Meadow Prison, Comstock** 
Vernon A. :Morhous, Warden 
Opened 1911 - Normal Capacity 1168 
Average population 1950: 1104 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up· 
Green Haven Prison, Green Haven (Post ot£iue Stomnville)** 
Opened 1949 - Normal Capacity 2016 
Average populatio~ 1950: 806 males. Felo:n.s. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Sag Si:n.g Prison, Ossining** 
Wilfred L. Delil.Jl.O, Warden 
Opened 1825 - Normal Capacity 1732 
Average population 1950: 1770 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Wallkill Priso~, Wal~ll** 
Dr. Walter M. Wallack, Warden 
Opened 1932 - Normal Capaeity 504 
Average population 1950: 452 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up 
D~emora state Hospital, Dannemora** 
Francis c. S~aw, lLD., Dir~etor 
Opened 1900 - Nor.mal Capaeity 1070 
Average population 1950: 1118 males. Any male who becomes 
imsane while serving a sente:n.oe in ~ New York state Pris~~ .. 
Re£ormator.y, or institution £or male defective delinquents. 
Age limits: 16 up 
10 
Matteawan State Hospital, Beacon 
John F. ~Neill, M.D., Direetor 
Opened 1892 - Normal Capaeity 1423 
Average population-1950: 1720 (1473 males, 247 females). 
Felolil.s, misdemeanamts, and dangerously_ i:m.saue patieJats 
transferred from other state hospitals, penitentiaries or 
jails. Majority of inmates received from eout.ts. 
Age limits: 16 up 
State Agricultural !!! Indust~~al School, Industry** 
John B. Costello, Superintendent 
Opened _1849 - Nor.mal Capacity 391 
ll 
Average population 1950: 375 males. Juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 12 - 16 (Receives boys under 12 and over 16 under 
certain conditions) • 
.AJ.bio:m. state Training School, Albion** 
Frederick J. Bumell, Superintendent 
Opened 1893 - Normal Capaeity 397 
Average populatiolil. 1950: 203 females. Institution for eare 
and eustody of mentally defective delinquent women. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Westfiela State Farm (R~formatory fo~ Women), Bedfora Hills** 
~ss Henrietta Additolil., Superiatende.nt 
Opened 1901 - Normal Capacity 274 
Average population 1950; 329 females. Felons, misae.meanants, 
wayward mimors and youthful offenders. 
Age limits: 16 - 30 
========~===========================================---=·==-==========~====== 
c, 
Westfield State Far.m (Prison for Womei), Bedford Hills** 
- -~=;;; 
Miss ~rietta Additon, Superintendent 
Opened 1950 - Normal Capacity 215 
Average population: 209 females. Felons. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Elmi:Pa Reformatory., Elmira** 
Leroy Weaver, Superintendent 
Opened 1876 - Nor.mal Capacity 1287 
Average population 1950: 1375 males. Felons and misdemeanants.i 
Age limits= 16 - 30 I 
Reception Center, Elmira** 
Dr. Glenn ~ Kendall., Director 
Opened 1946 - Normal eapaoity 408 
Average population 1950: 288 males. Felons, misdemeanamts, 
youthful offenders and wayward minors. 
Age limits; 16 - 21 
Institution~ Male Defective Delinquents, Napanoch** 
Thomas J. Hanlon, Superintendent 
Opened 1921 - Normal Capacity 988 
Average population 1950: 1019 males. Felons, misdemeanants, 
and youthful offenders. 
Age limits: 16 up 
New York State Vocational Institution, West Coxsackie** 
Donald D. Scarborough, Superintendent 
Opened 1936 - Nor.mal Capacity 800 
Average population 1950: 745 males. Felons misdemaanants, 
wayward minors, juvenile delinquents, and youthful offeners. 
Age li.mi ts: 16 - 19 
I 
Woodbour.ae Correctional Institution$ Woodbourne** 
Wilson H. Duam, Super±atendent 
Opened 1935 - Normal Oapacity 744 
Average population 1950: 747 males. Felons and misdemeanants. 
New York State Training School~ Boys, State School (Orange Oounty)** 
A. Alfred Oohen, ·Superintendent 
Opened 1933 - Normal Oapacity 496 
Average population 1950: 380 males. Juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 12- 16 {Receives boys under.l2 and over 16 under 
certain conditions). 
Annex~ State Trainin~ Scaool ~Boys~ New Hampton** 
Benjamin J. Hill, Director 
Opened 1947 - Nor.mal Oapaoity 69 
Average Population 1950: 61 males. Juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 12 - 16 {Receives boys on transfer from State 
Ag~icultural and Industri~l School and New York State 
Training School for Boys). 
!!! York State Training School ~ Girls, Hudson** 
~as Inez B. Patte*son, Superintendent 
Opened 1904 - Normal Oapacity 385 
Average population 1950: 211 females. Juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 12 - 16 {Receives girls under 12 and over 16 
under certain conditions). 
PENNSYLV .ANIA 
Department o£ Welfare Harrisburg 
William c. Brown~ Secretary o£ Welfare 
Fred w. Brody~ Director, Bureau o£ Penal A££airs 
j Pennsylvania Traini:ng SchooJ., (Washington Coun.ty) Morganza. 
II Chester Sterlillg, Superintendent 
i Opened 1850 - Normal Capaeity 597 
Average population 1950: 340 (200 males, 140 females). 
Misdemeanants and juvenile deil. inquents. 
Age limits: 12 - 21 
PeBRgylvania Institution £~ De£eetive Delinquents, Huntingdon*** 
John D. Pennimgton, Superintendemt 
Opened 1941 - Nor.mal Capaoity 1198 
Average population 1950: 857 males. All felons and misdemean-
Emts who have been e:x:amine<i and declared defective delinquents. 
Pe:mnsylvania Industrial SelaO>ol, Box 200, Camp Hill 
~hur T. Prasse, Superintendent 
Opened 1941 - Normal Capacity 1404 
Aver~ge ~opulation 1950: 1456 males. Felons, midemeanants, an~ juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 15 - 25 
State Industrial Home £or Women, MUncY** 
,-~-
Miss Celia Gray, Superintendent 
Opened 1920 - Normal Capacity 325 
Average popul.ation.:-195Q: 326 females. Felon.s and misdemearuuats 
Age limits; 16 u;p 
Eastern state Penitentiary, 2107 Fair.mouat Avenue, Philadelphia 30** 
Cornelius J. Burke, Warden 
Opened 1829 - Normal Capaeity 923 
Average population 1950; 1130 males. Felons. 
Age li.nQ.ts: None 
New Eastern State Penitentiary, P. 0. Box 244, Graterford** 
Cornelius J. Burke, Warden 
Charles G. Day, Deputy WartieJa 
Gpened 1928 - Normal Capacity 2000 
Average population 1950: 1922 males. FeloJas • 
.Age limits: None 
Western State Penitenti~, Box A, Northsitie Station Pittsbursh !2 
Dr. Jolm. w. Clautily, Warden 
Opened 1826 - Nor.mal Capaeity 1140 
Avevage populatioJa 1950: 1155 males. Feloas • 
.Age 1~ ts: None 
!!!! Western state Pe:mi teJatiary (Roelcview Branela), R. D. 3, Bellefonte 
Dr. Jolua W. Claudy, Warden 
M. M. Cobb, Acting Superilltendent 
Opened 1912 -Normal Capacity 1012_ 
Aver!ge population 1950; 785 males. Felons. 
Age limits: None 
, I 
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RHODE ISLAND 
Departmen~ of Social Welfare, 40 Fountain St. Provide:aoe 
Edward F. Reidy, Direetor 
Rhode Isl~d Training School ~ Girls, Brayton Avenue, lo~rd** 
:Miss .Amla M. Moro:aey, Superintendent 
Opened 1882 - Normal Capacity 45 
Average population 1950: 27 females. Misdeme~ants. 
Age limits: 7 - 18 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys, Reservoir Avenue It Howard 
Ar~hur E. Marley, Superintendent 
Opened 1882 - Normal Capacity 150 . 
Average population 1950: 136 males. Delxaquent rund wayward 
boys. 
Age lim~ts: 7 - 18 
State Reformatory :£2!.. ~, Rear Pontiac Avenue Box 67, Howari** 
("**William 
I 
c. Kindelan, Warden. 
Opened 1932 - Normal bapacity 250 
! 
16 
Average population 1950: 150 males. Felons and misdemeanants. 
Age limits: 16 - 30 
State Reformatory for Women, Howard Avenue, Box 101, Howard** 
***William c. Kindelam., Warden 
Opened 1925 - Normal Capacity 45 
Average population 1950: 31 ~emales. Felons and ~sdemeanants • 
.Age limits: 18 up 
(***Address: Penal and Correctional Institutions, P. 0. Box 114, Howard) 
Providence County Jail, 1385 Pontiac Avenue~ Box 114, Howard** 
***William c. Kindelan~ Jailer 
Opened 1878 - Normal Capacity - 250 
17 
Avs~~E~ population 1950' 191 males. Felons and misdemaananta 
Age limits: 18 up 
Rhode Islartd.State Prison, 1385 Pontiac Avenue, Box 114, HOward** 
***William 6~ Kindel an, Ward.en 
Opened. 1878 - Normal Capacity 350 
Average population 1950: 220 males. Felons. 
Age limits: 18 up 
(***Address: Penal and. Correctional Institutions, P. 0. Box 114, Howard.). 
VERMONT 
Department of ~stitutioms ~d Corrections 
T. c. Dale, Commissioner 
Weeks School, 100 Water Street, Vergennes** 
Harrison c. Greenleaf, Superintemd.emt 
Opened 1865 - Nor.mal Capacity 150 
Montpelier 
Average population 1950: 147 (109 males, 38 female~). Misde-
·1tleanants and. dependents. 
Age limits: 10- 19. 
Women's Reformatory, State Street, Rutland** 
Helen M. Koltonski, Superintend.ent 
Opened 1921 - Normal Capacity 65 
Average population 1950: 19 females. Felons and misde.meamants. 
Age limits: 16 up 
18 
Vermont State Prison and HOuse .of Correction for Men, 65 State Street, 
-- --- - --- Windsor** 
John L. Ferguson, Warden 
Opened 1809 - Normal Capacity 402 
Average population 1950: 275 males. Felons and misdemeanants. 
Age limits: 16 up 
CONNECTICUT 
~Lane School, Middletown 
Mrs. Alice P. L. Sells, Sup~rintendent 
'• 
Opened 1870 - N;~l Capacity 199 
Average population 1950: 127 fe.males. Juvenile delinquents. 
Age limits: 8 - 18 
Connecticut State Farm and Prison for Women, Box 246, Niantic** 
Miss Elsie Shearer, Superintendent.and Warden I 
I 
·I Opened 1918 - Normal Capacity 200 
Average population 1950: 165 females~ 34 
Age limits: 16 up 
. I infants. Felons a:m.d 1 
misdemeualil.ts. 
Connecticut Refor.mato~, Maple Avenue, Box G, Cheshire** 
Leonard E. Comstock, Warden 
Opened 1913 - Normal Capacity 400 
Average population 1950: 218 males. Felons and misdemea:m.ants. 
Age limits: 16 - 25 
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~ Gonnectiuut State Prisoa, 100 state Street, Weathersfield 9** 
.! ,, 
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Ralph H. Walker, Warden 
Opened 1827 - Nor.mal Capaci~y 900 
Average population 1950: 742 males. 
Age limits: 16 up 
Osborn Prison ~, Enfield** 
George H. Bradley, Supervisor 
Opened 1918 - Nor.mal Capacity 200 
Average population 1950; 200 males. 
Age limits: None 
MAINE 
ll Department of Institutional Service 
I 
Nor.man u. Greenlaw, Commissioner 
Felons. 
Transfers from Connecticut 
State Prison. 
.Augusta 
I( 
State School !9.!:. Boys, 675 Westbrook Street, South Portl~d**. 
I, 
!I !i 
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!l 
Edwin M. Purinton., Supervisor 
Opened 1863 - Normal Capacity 150 
Average population 1950: 107 males. 
Age limits: 9 - 16 
II 
I' State School for Girls, Hallowell 
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1: 
Miss Nellie French Stevens, Supervisor 
Opened 1876 - Normal Capacity 150 
Average popula~n 1950: 95 females. 
Age limits: 9 - 16 
Misdemeana.m.ts. 
Juvenile delinquents. 
I 
l! 
! 
I 
Ste:be Reformatory !.E:£_ Men$ South WindhElm** 
Perry D. Hayden, ·Supervisor 
Opened 1920 - Normal Capacity 150 
Average populati~ 1950: 121 males. Felons, misdemeanants. 
incorrigible juvenile 
Age limits: 16 - 36 delinquents. 
State Reformatory for Women, Skovdaegan** 
Miss Chastine D. Kelley, Supervisor 
Opened 1916 - Normal Capacity 130 
Average population 1950: 86 females. Felons, misdemeanants, 
20 
and transfers from Maine State. Prison and State School for Girl 
Age limits: 16 - 40 
\ Maine State Prison, Thomaston 
I 
I 
Allan L. Robbins, Warden 
Opened 1824 - Normal Capacity 426 
Average population 1950: 460 males. Felons. 
Age limits t None · 
NEW H.AMPSHIRE 
~Hampshire State Industrial School, 1056 North River Road, Manchester*** 
Alfred B. MOrganstern, Supervisor 
Opened 1852 - Normal Capacity 175 
Average population 1950: 121 (95 males, 26 females). Juvenile 
Age limits: 8 - 18 
delinquents. 
II li 
1\ 
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II 
- 1'1 ~ I New Hampshire State Priso~~ Co~cord** 
1
1 Parker L. Hancock~ Warden 
I 
Ope~ed 1880 - Normal Capacity: 314 
21 
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II 
Average population 1950: 241 (?36 males~ 5 females). Felons • 
.Age limits: 18 up 
l 
! NEW JERSEY 
,: 
I Department of Institutions and Agencies 
I 
1 state Office ~uilding Trento~ 7 
II 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S~ord Bates~ Commissioner 
F. Lowell Bixby~ Deputy Commissioner in Charge of Correction and Parole 
Miss Helen Sheley~ Supervisor 
Opened 1871 - Normal Capacity 325 
Average population 1950: 245 females. Juvenile delinquents. 
.Age limits: 8 - 17 
I .!!!!!!; Jersey State~~ Bozs, Ja:mesburg•• 
Frederick A. Fitch~ Supervisor 
I! 
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Opened 1867 - Normal Capacity 650 
Average population 1950: 431 males. Juveldle delinquents. 
Age limits: 8 - 16 
~ Jersey State Reformatory ~ wPmen~ Clinton** 
~ss Eama Mahan~ Supervisor 
Opened 1913 - Normal Capacity 375 
Average population 1950: 401 females. High misdemeanaats. 
misdemeanaats. transfers from juvenile institutions. 
II 
--· .,_~-~=--~~ ~ rr· 
- . II 
classificatio~ oases before sentence ana confinement eases 
transferred from institutions for mental deficients. 
Age limits: 16 up 
~ Jersey State Reformatory~ 1\lfa.les, .Anal!ldale** 
George F. Goodman, Supervisor 
Opened 1929 - Normal Capacity 500 . 
I 
22 
Average population 1950: 494 males. Misdemeanants~ and high 
misdemeamants. ·i 
Age limits: 16 - 26 
.!!!! Jersey stat·e Reformatory for Males, BordeJJ.toWD.** 
.Albert C. Wag:m.er, Supervisor 
Opened 1930 - Normal Capacity 580 
Average population 1950: 563 males. High misdemeanants. 
Age lind ts: 16 - 30 
New Jersey State PrisoJJ.~, Leesburg** 
James E. Cronin, Supervisor 
Opened 1913 - Normal Capacity 250 _. · 
Average population 1950: 297 males. 
.Age limits: 16 up 
. ~ Jersey State Prison ~" Rahway 
R. William Lagay, Supervisor 
Opened 1901 - Normal Capacity 900 
Average population 1950:- 992 males. 
Age limits: 16 up 
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Transfers from New Jersey li 
State Prison. 
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Transfers from New Jersey :i 
State Prison. r 
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~ Jersey State Prison, ~hira Street, Tre~to~ 6 
William H. Carty, Warden 
Openea 1798 - Normal Capacity 1100 
Average populatio~ 1950: 1498 males. High misdemean~ts. 
Age limits; 16 up 
j, ~ Jersey Staiie Diagn.ostie Center 1 Menlo Park** 
I Ralph Br~eole, M.D., Director 
Opened 1949 - Nor.mal Capacity 60 
Average population 1950: 44 (30 males, 14 females). 
Age limits; None 
FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS 
Mmin.istrative Departme~t of Justice 
Bureau of Prisons 
Wash.ingto:n 25 1 D. C. 
James V. Bennett, Director 
United States Penitentiary, Lewisburg, PeEnsylv~ia** 
George W. Humphrey, Warden 
Ope:ned 1932 - Normal Capacity 1484 
Average population 1950: 1126 males. Felons. 
Age limits; None 
Federal Correctional Institution, D~bury1 Connecticut** 
Allen L. Sha.Iilk, Warden 
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Felons """- misdemea:aants. ~~ Opened 1940 - Normal Capaeity 528 Average population 1950: 444 males. 
Age limits; None I 
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Federal Detention Headquarters, 427 West Street~ N~ York, New Yor~* 
E. E-. Th~pson, Warden 
Opened 1929 - N?rmal Capacity 133 
24 
Average population 1950: 180 males. Felons ~d misdemeamants. 
Age limits : None J 
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CHAPTER III 
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
Definitions. Throughout these pages eertain ter.ms are used 
i 
jconvey specific meanings which should be clearly understood. 
I 
I The term ttimnates 11 is used in this thesis to de:note collect-! 
iively the individuals that are commi~ei to the penal i:nstitutions. 
I Webster gives the following definitions for prison~ 
penitentiary, aDd reformatory: 
Prison, a public building for the con£inement or 
safe custody of criminals or others committed by process 
of law. 
Penitentiary, a house of correction in which offem-
ders are confined for punishment and reformation, and 
compelled to labour. 
Reformatory, an institution for the reception and 
reformation of juveniles who have already begmi a 
career of crimi~ality, and have been convioted.6 
The various pemal institutions discussed in this thesis may 
I 
I 
!i 
I 
, be defin.ed or classified aooordi:m.g to the types of offenses of the imna.tes 1 
which they house. There are, in our larger cities, many city and county 
workhouses and houses of correction for certain types of offenders such 
as -- short term offe:aders and misdemeanants. Refor.matories, usually 
for younger offenders but sometimes for first offenders, constitute 
another group which in reality are usually only modified prisons. Then 
there are the priso:m.s~ state and federal, to which persons are committed 
!I ,, 
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·~·· 6Franklin J. Meine, Edi tor-ilil..;..chief, Webster's E:m.oyclopedio 
Dictionary (Chicago, 1942), PP• 570~ 528., 607. 
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I usually for more serious offenses or longer ter.ms~ generally in excess 
I 
I 
I 
o£ one year.7 Finally~ there a.re speeializei institutions# ini'Ustrial 
training sehools for boys and girls, for women, for certain classes of 
young aiul t offe:naers, &.l\l.ci for the crim.il'il.al i:m.sane, epilepties;i ana 
mentally aefioient.B 
To avoid the ambiguities whieh might otherwise be present, the 
:1 terms correetio:nal institutions and eorreetional edueatio:n are aefi:aed# 
!for the purposes of this study, as follows: 
i Correctional institutions.9 .Any pe:m.al institution, wlaatever 
the degree of seeuri~ provided against escape, receiving for pen~ treat-
ment convicted Yiolators of the law, whieh avows as a purpose of its 
program of treatment the refor.m, eorreetion~ or relaabilitation of offenders, 
is a correctional institution. Mast pelil.al ilil.stitutions these aays earry 
on this program, consequently the two phrases are usea synonomously. 
Correetio:nal education.lO Correctional education is the I 
proeess of tlte means of rela.abilit~ting and refor.mi:ng illmates in eorreetion.a.J,. . 
institutions. It eomprehenas all of the experiences whieh such an inst~tu­
tion oan brin~ into the lives of those inmates.ll It goes beyond the 
programs of aeaaemie ana vocational instruction commonly fauna at the 
I 7Thorsten Sellin, Eciitor, The ..A:rana.l$ of the .American Academy of 
Political ana Social Seienee (Philadelpkia~ 1931);~. 
8 . . ~ ... P• a. 
l 
1 9Tl!J.orstem. Sellin, uPenal I:nstitution.s~ n Eraeyelopetil.ia of Soeia.l 
lseienoes, Vol. 12 (New York, 1934), P• 57. 
lOJ. L. Gillin, "Taunilil.' the Criminal," AElve:m.t'Ures in Pe:m.oloc:r (New York, 1931), P• 296. 
llLewis E. Lawes, Twenty Thousand Years .!!.. Sila' Sing (Nel_V York, 
l93Z). P• 374. 
presen~ ~ime and includes ~he ac~ivi~ies of ever.y depa~men~ or division 
of ~he ins~i~u~ion wi~h which inma~es have con~ac~s. I~ makes ~he penal 
ins~i~u~ons basically educa~ional ins~i~~ions.l2 
12J. L. Gillin~ 11Taming ~he Criminal~" Adventures ~ Penology 
(New York$ 1931), P• 296. 
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CRAPfER IV 
A SURVEY OF REPRESENTATIVE OPINION 
Poi:m.t !!!_ ~· The preceding de:f'i:rrl tions suggest the general 
poin.t of view of i;he present rehabilitative or reformative program of the 
... 
penal i:nstii;utio:m.s. ~t is necessary to elari:f'y further this ~oi:nt of 
28 
View a:m.a i;o point out the assumptions accepted as to penology, eiueatio:m., 
ana i;he functions and uses o£ music i:n the pemal or correctional eduoatio~. 
Penology• Pe:nologyl3 is the diVision of i;he science of 
e~iminology which deals with the repression of criminal behavior. There 
are taree broad. phases of erimiliology: (1) the cause and. preventiolll of 
crime, (2) tla6 appreh~sion and eo:m.viotion of erimilaals, anti (3) the 
treatment to which the convicted offender is subjected. Pemology deals 
prillcipally with the ph.ase of criminology D&'Wl'l a.s "treatmen.t. u Various 
motives have foUl!ld expressiola in. the form a:m.a lll.al'mer of the systems of 
treatment thai; have characterized penological practice, as the history 
of peaal method and re£orm clearly shows.· Retributive punishment based 
on the theory o£ full moral blame of the offender, eomti:nues to some 
degree i:n peaal praotiee even at the present time. other £or.ms of treat-
ment, not punitive i:n character, which place some of the respoasibility 
for crime on society uti regard the criminal. as a victim ill neeti of 
. 13H. M. Bois, The.Soienee of Pe:aoloq, P• 5; ---------, 11Peli-
ology1 n The Eo.oyelopedia~erioa.n&, VOl:. 17, PP• 604-10; .Albert l/l9rris, 
"Penal ltel'Orm.~ Eiicyelopedia. of Criminology:, PP• 290-99; ·Walter c. Reckless, 
11Pel:tology and dorreetions, 11 Eiioyclopedia of Criminology, PP• 300-eS. 
•• 
• 
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I curative care ~a rehabilitation, kave come to be widely accepted as the 
for the theory a.a practice of penal treatment. 
I 
I correct basis 
i 
I 
~! 
With the changing concept of responsibility for crime has 
come a change in the purpose as well as the Eature of penology. Formerly 
the vengeance of an outraged community was the dominant purpose. and pun.ish. ... 
me:at appropriate to the crime the liomi.na:m:t method., i.E. dealing with crimil!lals.! 
Now it is held that the protection of the oommumity against crjmjnal acts 
is the· dominaEt purpose, and the treatment suited to the needs and the 
nature of the criminal (treatment which ·will prevent the continuance of 
his criminal conduct) is the appropriate means. 
It is eviEl.en:i; that the latter view permeates the theory o£ 
modern penology because of the support it receives from.leadi:m.g ~aividuals 
in the field of penology. The_An:m.ual Report of James v. Bennett, Direetor6 
Bureau of Priso~~~ is explicit. It says: 
••••• we consiaer the prime purpose of imprisonment 
the rehabilitation of the offender. But we have 
touehed only lightly upon the place of the prison in 
the broa<il. field o£ crime control and prevention. The 
concept o£ the neeessity for plll!l.ishm.ent for violations 
of law is deeply embedded in our_social thinking and a 
penal ~stem which disregards e:m.tirely the notion o£ 
punishment is hardl.ly conceivable• Yet th.e law does 
not altogether reject the doctrine o£ refor.m and 
rehabilitation. 1m £act efforts for the development 
of correctional policies have had a significant and· 
far-reaching influence on pel!lal law in terms o£ treat-
ment for the individual as well as in terms o£ 
preven.tion.l4 
To ~h.e cause of' rehabilitation Lewis E. Lawes, for.mer Wardea 
of Sing Sing Prison, adds the weight o£ his testimony: 
We must forego the idea that retribution is the 
sole aim o£ our so-called correctional institutions ••••• 
Let us reaffirm as the keynote of' .American pelilology the 
14James V. Be~ett, op. cit., P• 1. 
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principle of rehabilitation through humanization 
in place of atonement through punishment.l5 
The universality of the acceptance of this point of View is 
further evident in what Teeters has to say: 
All penal programs are theoretically attempting to 
cope with the crime problem. The last quarter century 
has.oonvinced progressive penologists that punishment 
is no longer effective.l6 
Barnes takes the following position in regard to treatment of 
!j the individuals in penal institutions: 
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As the criminal, in nearly every case, is defective 
in one way or another, it is necessary to take positive 
remedial action with the aim either of eliminating his 
defects or rendering these defects no longer a danger to 
society. • •••• In the new system of treatment -the scientific 
procedure will be to bring every person convicted of crime 
before a competent and permanent exandning body made up of 
physicians, psychiatrists and psychologists, who will be 
able to study and differentiate the convicts and prescribe 
the desirable methods of treatment indicated by the specifie 
defects of the individual convicts.l7 
Barnes states fUrther: 
••••• modern institutions are designed to effect the re-
education and reformation of the convict. In such a 
system, as will be apparent, the whole objective 
of savage punishment is totally disregarded and every 
effort is made to secure the ultimate reformation of the 
criminal., with the end in view that he may be safely 
released to a life of freedom.l8 
30 
The question arises: How can these things be accomplished? Some 
li time in the past, society in its effort at ~protection, sought 
11---------"------------------
11 
! 
l5Lewis E. Lawes, Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing (New York, 
1932)., PP• 20, 22. 
l6Negley_ K •. Teeters~ World Penal Systems -- .! Survey 
(Philadelphia., 1944~, P• 212. 
17Harry Elmer Barnes.t Ph. D., "Evolution of Modern Penology," 
~Repression.£! Crime (New York, l926).t P• 31. 
1/ 18Ibid • .t P• 33. 
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the answer in the practice of segregation of eriminals from the general 
population by means of walls and bars. Thus with a certain amount of fear 
of the criminal and for lack of something better to do with him, the 
criminal was imprisoned in a prison or penal institution. Here much 
emphasis was placed on security against escape. These methods have been 
accepted as the means of protecting society. But this alone is of little 
value if, after a time, the prisoner is released and continues his 
depredations. It has become evident that something else must happen to 
the offender to insure his proper behavior alter his release. The 
instilling of fear and the inflicting of punishment have been tried. ln 
theory, and to some extent in practice, fear and punishment have been 
discarded. The walls and bars still are used and the program of penal 
treatment tends to conform to the spirit and method for which they stand. 
The tradition of this form of prison staffed largely with political 
personnel and the punitive philosophy which permeates the administration 
criminal law still impede the advance in penal practice which the theory 
suggests should be made. 
of 
I 
I 
The situation, however, offers much upon which to base hope. 
Several refor.matories have adopued the medium and minimum security types 
of institutions, particularly for young offenders, and some prisons of 
the medium security type for offenders who are considered less dangerous 
are appearing. Emphasis is more and.more on rehabilitation as the aim 
of prisons and on educational activities of numerous kinds as the means. 
The evidence that modern penologists are recognizing the importance of 
I 
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the educational approach, as an aid to the 
sick or criminal class, is abundant in the 
:I 
rehabilitation of the socially ~~ 
literature of the field. George!· 
Genn, writing in the Encyclopedia 2.! Criminology, says: 
Education that fosters good mental health or 
improved social relatio~s is difficult to institute in 
prisoms because ~he negative aspects of prison life that 
haTe been memtioned heretofore milita.te against learnilag 
how to get along well with others or how to acquire 
desirable attitudes. U.ntil sueh time as treatment 
rather than security is the paramount value little ean 
@e done to ~leviate these aspects of prison education • 
••••• The mode~ penologist considers the priso1's 
i'ull.ction to be the rehabilitation of individuals and 
prison a plaee that is therapeutic in its orientation • 
••••• Any worthwhile educational program would constitute 
a part of the new penology.l9 
32 
Lawes20 mamtains that it is the duty of prison admilrlstrators , 
11to develop the capacities a:m.d ta.lentsn of prisOlilers and that i-t requires 
"twenty-four hours Elaily11 of unceasing effort to do it. 
Ma.eOormiek's entire sook, ~ Edueatio:a 2£.. Adult Prisoners, is 
devoted to the proposition that education is a vi-tal force in the 
refol"lll8."bioll!. of fallen me:m. e.:ad women. He states~ 
••••• The whole program of "the prison should. be educa-
ti9nal, taking the term i:m. its broadest sense.21 
Educatioll.. Wha-t then is eauea"bion? Wl!J.at is its place in 
pe:mAl or correc"tio:m.a.l ins"bi tutions? 
D~ defines education as 
that reco:astruction or reorganization of experience 
which adds to the meaniltg of experience anti which 
increases ability to direct the course of subsequent 
experience.22 
Ila the same work he explains that the educative process goes on lily 
19George Gema., ~'Eaucatio:a in Prisons, n Eneye1opeelia. of 
Orimi:n.o1og;r (New YorlC~ 1949), l!>P• 137, 136, 138. 
20La.wes, .~·~·~ PP• 22-23. 
21A. H. Ma.eOormick, "Report of the Committee on Education, II 
Proceedings~~ Amerieaa Prison Association, 1933• PP• 7-8. 
22Jolm Dewey,. Democracy..!!, Education (New York, 1923), 
PP• 89-90. 
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Jj means of the environment and that it is possible to control or regulate 
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environment ''with reference to its educative effect,'' and that nthe 
schools are the typical instance of environments framed with express 
reference to influencing the mental and moral dispositions of their 
members.23 Speaking further of schools as a means of organizing 
expar~nces for a desirable effect, he points out that 
The great danger which threatens school work is 
the abscence of conditions which make possible a 
permeating school spirit •••• In the first place, the 
school must itself be a community life in all which 
that implies ••••• The learning in school should be 
continuous with that out of school.24 
1 He states further: 
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The criterion of the value of school education 
is the extent in which it creates a desire for 
continued growth and supplies means for making the 
desire-affective in fact.25 
From the above it is evident that education is not merely 
. I 
1l the imparting crt the absorbing of information and the skill to manipu-
!\ 
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late symbols to the point of being ''we.ll informed," but the totality of 
experience, purpose and change of the individual interacting with his 
It is clear that the school represents the attempt of 
significant elements of the 
integral part of the environ-
It is also clear, since education is a 
continuous reconstruction of experience and a social process, that the 
school must conceive the scope of its "offerings" to be as broad as the lif 
of the community itself, in every way appropriate to the laval of maturity 
23Ibid., P• 22. 
24Ibid., P• 415-16. 
23Ibid., P• 62. 
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and social responsibility of the lear.aer.26 
Eciueatio:m. iE. :.e_enal ila.stitutioJB.s. Wlaa.t the:a of eciueation itt 
penal or correctional institutiotts? The a.n~er is to be founi in the 
folloWing ciiseussions. Penal or eorreetio~ institutions~ like the 
schools, are impleme~ts of the educational process. Like the schools, 
tlley represemt an effort of society to control enTiromnent "witll express 
referenee to iafluemcing the mental and moral dispositions of their 
members. n But the ]'lro'bnln:<laere is more complex. The enviromnents of 
maltY penal insti:tution.s, Jileeause of eonElitions so Ulllike those in the 
nol"lll&l 11outsicie 11 oommun.ii>y., tend to d.istort a:m.€1. (!Wen destroy in the 
immates the ~asis for proper soci~l attitudes. This is one of the 
difficulties. Another difficulty lies in the imnate himself: his 
health, his in.telligenee, his outlook, his purposes. ana the na:cure of 
his reao~ions to the penal situation. 
Diffieult though the task of the penal or correctional 
iKstitution is, it must be carried on as aa educational enterprise i£ 
34 
il'ml8.tes are to be rehabilitated.. Eviaence of the wide acceptance of this 
point of view among penologists is sufficie:nt to satisfy t:Jae most 
skept;ieal. James V. Bel!mett' points ou'b oorrictional etiucation 1s d.ua.l 
I; :f'tmetio:m.: 
Eduoation.';i.la correctional institutions has a dual 
function. It mast provide a program for adults in need 
of educatio:m.; as well as an educational program for 
prisoners in need of eorreetlon. These func'bions are 
nei'bher contradictory nor mu'bually exclusive. It is 
t:Jae effective combination of both fuaetions which 
defines correctional eiuca.tion and gives it content 
and directiol!t. 
26Alonzo F. M,yers and Clarence o. Williams, Education ia a 
' Democracy (N~York, 1942), P• 103. ---
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A complete program of correctional education should 
include instruction in the basic tool subjects for mini-
mum functioning literacy; opportunities to make up sohool 
deficiencies; vocational training to increase employability; 
instruction in wholesome leisure-time activities; guidance 
toward the achievement of mental and physical health; and 
a type of social education designed to develop personal 
insight and an understandi~g of interpersonal values and 
co:mmunity living.27 · 
The point of view expressed here regarding the purpose and 
scope of penology and education in relation to correctional or penal 
institutions gives rise to questions about the use and function of music 
in this educational refor.mative-rehahilitative process. 
T.he ~ ~ function of music in the penal institutions. The 
meaning of penal or correctional institution and correctional education 
has already been made clear. It remains here to discuss a point of view 
as to the use and function of music in these institutions. 
Little~ if any, has been written on the use and function of 
music that relates directly or specifically to various situations in the 
penal institutions. General statements have been given such as the 
following by Robinson: 
One important change which deserves to be mentioned 
has been made in the curriculum. It has been broadened 
to include music both vocal and imstrumental. There are 
now bands in many institutions and these have become a 
regular part of the military organization~ giving life 
and movement to what would otherwise be perhaps a dull 
and dreary dril1.28 
i 
,., 
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I 
Dr. Willem Van de Wall, a distinguished musician and 
huma:ni taria.n~ instigated the thought that one of the thimgs that man 
·I !, 
I i,l 
1
: 27Belllil.ett, .££• ~., p •. 21. 
I 28Louis N. Robinson~ Ph. D., Penology in _the United states 1: 
- ;!. (Philadelphia, 1921), P• 109. 
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·~eeded most was mental poise amd life development through expression. 
particularly through music. His book, MUsic ~ Institutions, deals 
principally with the beneficial treatme:at of music for the disturbed 
mina. Qae section of this book is devotea to music in the penal 
institutions. His views on penal education correlate with those of 
Clinard. Clinard believes: 
••••• Prison education should be individualized, broadly 
inclusive in its offerings, and above all, should 
emphasize social integration.29 
Dr. Van de Wall states the following in regard to the function of music 
in hastening ~ates• social integration: 
!i 
I' I 
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••••• Amything that may hasten an inmate's social 
integration is regarded as a valuable factor in its 
program. 
T.he £unction of music in this program is to I 
stimulate amd refine forces that help is such integration. 
T.b.is is the core of wlia.t is latoWE. as social education, · 
and whatever form that education takes, it is necessary 11 
to deal directly with the ilma.te • s perso.lil.ali -by. Two I 
processes are here involved and music is a contribution j 
to both. The first process is learning to know aa inmates 1
1
· 
nature and needs. • •••• The second process is social 
education, based on the insight into the nature of inmates 
thus obtained, is to provide a stabilizing and enriching 
in£1uence.30 
The educational objectives of music iu the institutions for 
I young 
I 
I 
offenders is expressed as follows: 
II 
II 
!o 
The main object of treatment for juvenile delinquents 
1
:
1
: 
in industrial schools and in reformatories is education, 
and music forms one of the integral parts of the program. 1
1
j
1
' 
The music director's task is to aid in making immates 
emotionally balanced, socially adjusted, and useful oiti- 1' 
zeDs. He utilizes music to overcome personality difficulties li 
that are inherent i:m. the process of growth. .Al!l.other 11 
-------------'' 
I 29Marshall B. Clinard, nPrison Systems,"· hcyclopedia E.! Crimililology (New York, 1949), P• 381. 
30Dr. Willem Van de Wall, :Music ·in Institutions (New York, 
1936), PP• 26, 27, 28. 
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educational objective to which the teaching and practice 
of music can contribute is the proper development of 
leisure-time habits.31 
The use and function of music in the penal institutions is 
,, 
jl dependent upon the specific social and psychological needs of the various 
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imnates. Dr. Van de Wall stresses this: 
MOst adult·inmates of correctional institutions are 
in need o£ occupations that develop their emotional life 
toward mature and socialized levels. v~ere this education 
is lacking 1 their social attitudes and interpretations of 
life is likely to become cynical and negativistic. 
Therefore one essential component of education in 
correctional institutions is that part of treatment which 
aims to reach the core of the inmates mental and social 
attitudes, and furthers an emotional growth from the 
primitive levels to a higher stage of social integration. 
Musical activities for this purpose may not take place 
haphazardly, but should be well planned as in mental 
hospitals. MOst progressive correctional institutions have 
psychological or psychiatric services available. Full use 
must be made of such service for the interpretation of the 
emotional-educative needs of each inmate, and assignments 
to musical activities should be made on the basis of these 
£indings.32 
From the preceding discussions, it is evident that music is 
used and needed in the penal institutions for instruction in wholesome 
leisure-time activities, for guidance towards the achievement of mental 
health, and as an aid in a type of social education designed to develop 
! personal insight and an understanding o£ interpersonal values and 
I 
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community living. 
31Ibid., P• 142. 
32Ibid., P• 143. 
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CHAPTER V 
METHOD OF .APPROACH TO THE STUDY 
I ~ ~ research ~· The type of research used in the 
j present study is called by Good, Barr, and Scates "lil.orma.tive-survey -
,
1
1
. research by means of quesi;ionn.aire ilil.quiries. n33 The authors use the 
compound adjective "normative-survey" to suggest the two closely relatei 
aspects· of this kilil.d of study. 
The word ttsurveytt ilil.dicates the gathering of <iata 
regardilag curremt oonditiolil.s. The word ''ll.ormative" is 
used because surveys are frequently made for the 
purpose of ascertaining what is mormal or the typical 
condition, or praotice.34 
Good, Barr, and Scates recognize six different types of normative-survey 
research, namely, 
••••• (1) survey testilil.g, (2) questionnaire inquiries, 
(3) documentary frequeney studies, (4) interview studies, 
(5) observational studies, and (6) appraisal prooedurea.35 
The data im this survey were obtaimed by means of questionnaire imquiries. 
:The method used in this study consists of a survey of current practice lin the area previously defined, of the settimg up of data, and of the 
evaluation of current practices or conditions in terms of the data. 
This particular method was decided upon as the proper one 
for this study after a consideration of the Deeds which gave rise to 
33carter v. Good, A. s. Barr, and Dou~las E. Scates, The 
~thodology of Educational Research (N~ York, 1941), p. 286. ---
34Ibid., P• 289. 
3~Ibid., P• 295. 
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the study~ the nature of the problem, and the lack of data available. A 
general study introductory in character was needed to give orientation 
to the approach to the whole proble.m of education and to the need and 
use of music in correctional or penal institutions in northeastern 
United States. Proper music education techniques appropriate to the 
conditions peculiar to penal institutions must be developed or adapted. 
There are at present no data available to point the way of the attack 
upon the problem in this area. An overview was considered necessary 
39 
1'. as a preparatory step in advance of more extensive work in this field. 
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Survey of literature. The literature of penology has been 
carefully surveyed·. for material bearing on penal philosophy and methods 
of penal treatment. Also, particular attention has been given to various 
sources regarding education and the use rand importance of music in penal 
institutions. This general literature is largely a secondary source of 
information; the primary source is the actual survey of current practices. 
A canvass was not made of current studies in the field of music in penal 
institutions for none are to be found • 
Preparation £££ the survey ~ current practices. The general 
plan of the study was outlined and the questionnaire to be used in the 
survey was.prepared. Personal interviews were held with two directors of 
penal institutions included in the survey, and the preliminary 
questionnaire was discussed and evaluated. It was then revised to improve 
I 
I its objectivity and to make it more practical and convenient. ·During this II 
1' process, consultations were held with the head of the Department of 
. I 
Correction of Massachusetts~ with the Dean of the School of Social Work, 
Boston University, with administrators of penal institutions, and with 
experts in the field of music education of Boston University, College of 
---.-----~-----------~~~--~---;c. 
-
i 
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n 
Musio. 
Survey of current practices. The n~es of the penal institutions 
of northeastern United States that were used in the present survey were 
obtained from an official p~hlet listing the state and national 
correctional institutions of the United States. Copies of the question-
nairas were sent to the seventy institutions included in the nine states 
that comprise northeastern United States. The administrators of each 
penal institution were instructed as to how to fill in the questionnaire 
and asked to return it promptly to the writer. (See Appendix I and II) 
·Replies were received from fifty-eight, or 82.9 per cent, of the seventy 
institutions. 
I 
The data obtained were summarized, tabulated, and arranged \i 
in which they appea-r in the following pages. The statistioaljl in the manner 
data are presented almost entirely in tables of numerals and percentages. 
Out of the.analysis and evaluation of the data have come the conclusions 
of this study. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES 
Distribution~ institutions according to st~te. In this study 
of the musical activities in penal institutions it was found most practical 
to limit the survey to one section of the United States. Hence, the 
Northeastern States have been chosen. Within this area, the institutions 
are quite varied# and therefore could be expected to provide a reasonable 
field for varied institutional uses of music. 
The distributions of the institutions in these states is shown in 
Table I on the folloWing page. The institutions used in the study include 
those of the states of Massachusetts1 New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island~ 
Vermont, Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, and New Jersey. 
All the institutions of Vermont 1 Connecticut, and New Halll.pshire 
i 
I 1 r~ported data in response to the questionnaire requests. There are rela-
1 tively few institutions in these states and this may account to their full 
T ;esponsi veness. 
Seven out of eight institutions of Massachusetts, five out of six 
institutions of Rhode Island, and eighteen out of twenty-one institutions 
I 
I of New York reported giving a total of three states in which eighty plus 
J! I per cant of their institutions returned their questionnaires. j, II 
II 
II 
It is interesting to note that New York has more than double the 
number of penal institutions of any other state included in the survey. 
This is, of course, due to its greater population. According to the 1947 
figures of the United States Bureau of Census, New York has more than four-
teen million population which is greater than that of all the other states 
T!ABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF INSTITUTIONS ACCORDING TO STATE 
-
state 
Total No. o:f .NO. Report- ~,O:f Total 
-
Institutions ing Data Reporling Data. 
Massachusetts----------• & 7- a7.5 
New York---------------- 21 18 89.0 
Pennsylvania------------ 8 4 50.0 
Rhode Island------------ 6 5 83.3 
Ver.mont----------------- 3 3 100.0 
Connecticut------------- 5 5 100.0 
Maine------------------- 5 4 8~-
New Hampshire----------- 2 2 1oo.o 
New Jersey-------------- 9 7 77.8 
Fed. Ins-b. in NE u.s.--- 3 3 100.0 
fotals 70 58 82.9 
ij 
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t: the survey combined, excluding Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has o. 
I population of over ten million people; yet, the state has only eight penal 
I 
1 institutions compared to the twenty-one of New York which has a population 
I of only four million more. 
·~ 
The total number of penal institutions of northeastern United 
States includes seventy, of which fifty-seven filled out the questionnaire 
and returned them, giving a percentage of 84.3 of the total number report-
ing (see Table I on page 42). This would lead us to the assumption that 
1! directors or staff officials in these institutions feel that lllUsical 
il activities are far from ideal and should be studied. On the other hand, 
il 
ii assuming the prerogative of practicality 1 some directors p·ossibly feel it q 
\! 
11 is more convenient to fill out the first questionnaire received to avoid !j 
!i. receiving a follow-up one. 
ij 
In the replies received many chose to comment 
il and express opinions and set forth the need for a more extensive music 
II program. One of the significant results obtained in the conunents was the I 
.I 
111 number of replies indicating insufficient funds to adequately cover the I 
II 
!1 requirements of a satisfactory musical program. \ 
~ 'I !' Distribution according; ~ ~ ~ of institution. There are I
1,.\· various types of penal institutions under the jurisdiction of the states Ji 
11· and federal governments within the northeastern United States. These 
1
1 
l,.j 1,,','· include prisons, vocational schools, reformatories, correctional 
II '1 I; institutions, penitentiaries, institutions for the criminally ·insane, @:Ild !II 
1/ penal farms. These institutions are further classified on the basis of sex I 
.. r !I· I I! of inmates., functions of the institution~ and the degree of security ' 
il 
11 a"'ainst escapes. ll I:> The institutions used in the present study represent all 1j. II 
fi the different types of penal institutions (see Table II., page 44). 
\I Table II gives a graphic description of the distribution 
I' 
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~.ABLE II 
lniSTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO TYPE OF INSTI+'UTION · 
- Total No. of !No. Report- ~Kof' Total 
!l:nstitutions ttD.si:;i tutd. ons ing Data: Rep_orting Data 
Wrisons---------------- as 12 75.0 
Vocational Schools----- 10 6 so.o 
Reformatories-----~---- 13 12 92.3 
Correctional Insts.---- 16 16 1oo.o 
Penitentiaries--------- 6 4 66.7 
Insts. for the Grim-
inally Insane-------- 3 3 1oo.o 
Penal Far.ms~-----~-~--- 6 5 83.3 
i 
I 
Totals-------------- flO 58 S2.9 il 
I 
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according to type of institution in relation to the total number of differ-
ent types of institutions, number reporting data and the percentage o£ 
the total that reported data. The following gives a more detailed.descrip-
tion of these various institutions. ef the thirteen prisons used in this 
study, there are twelve prisons for males and one state prison that 
includes both males and females •. Of the six vocational schools-- there ar. 
two vocational schools for boys, one training school for boys, one indus-
trial school for boys$ one industrial school for girls, and one diagnostic 
center for males and females. The twelve reformatories include four 
reformatories for women and eight reformatories for men. Of the sixteen 
.correctional institutions there are three training schools for boys, one 
federal correctional institution, one state home for boys, one state home 
£or girls, two training schools for girls, two correctional institutions 
£or men, three .. correctional institutions £or women, one for defective 
delinquents, and two correctional institutions for men and women. There 
I 
i are three penitentiaries for men (including one federal penitentiary) and 
11 one for women. Three instituti. ons for the criminally insane :r;r males 
returned their questionnaires. There are five pe~l farms that reported 
data; these include two ~or males, two for females, and one including 
both males and females. The preceding statements show that the institu-
tions actually used in the present study represent a sampling of many 
different types of penal institutions. 
I Table II, page 44, states that one h~a per oent of the i li correctional institutions replied;.wherea~ ohly sixty pe~ee.:Q.t o£ the 
il 
.I 
•I II vocational schools returned the questionnaires. The latter relatively 
low percentage may be due to the fact that many of the vocati anal schools 
do not consider themselves to be penal institutions in the usual meaning 
of the term. 
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Replies from the questionnaires were received from fifty-eight 
out of a total of seventy institutions, or 82.9 per cent of the total 
number of institutions reported. This may reflect that many administrators~ 
possibly feel that musical activities in their penal institutions are far 
from ideal and should be studied, or it may merely reflect professional 
courtesy on their part, however. 
Music activities~ institutions~ which inmates participate~ 
performers~ listeners. Table III, on page 47, gives complete informa- I 
tion on music activities in institutions in which inmates participate as il 
. . i: performers or listeners. It is noted in this table that the reformatories, ! 
I 
the penitentiaries, the institutions for the criminally insane and the 
penal farms used in the survey all have music activities in which the 
II 
'! inmates participate as performers or listeners. Over 80 per cent of the 
prisons and correctional institutions have music activities. Two of the 
adult correctional institutions do not have any musical activities. All 
the correctional institutions for young offenders have music activities; 
whereas, only 50 per cent of the vocational schools, which house juveniles 
or young offenders, have inmates participating in music. The main object 
of treatment for juvenile delinquents in voca~ional schools is education, 
and it is strange that music does not form on~ of the integral parts of 
the educational progr~ in more of them. One director of a school for 
' 
boys stated that music aids in making ~dividuals emotionally balanced, 
socially adjusted and useful citizens; another educational objective to 
which music contributes is the proper development of leisure time habits. 
Possibly the reason for the small showing in regard to music activities in 
the vocational schools may be attributed to the way the questionnaire was 
worded for it specified "inmates" .rather than "individuals. 11 l'fa.:ny of the 
i, psychiatrists of the vocational schools do not consider the juveniles in ;I 
47 
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~ABLE III I 
MUSIC ACTIVITIES IN INSTITUTIONS IN WHICH I.NMATES 
PARTICIPATE AS PERFORMERS OR LISTENERS 
I 
No. Tha"b No. Tha"b ~Having I 
To"bal No. Do No-b Do Par"b- Par-hi-
I Ins"bi"bu"bion.s Report-ing Parlioipa"be ioipa"be oipa.tion 
I 
I 
Prisons---------------- 12 2 10 83.3 
,, 
il 
'I 
I 
Vooa"bional Schools----- i I 6 3 3 50.0 II 
II 
~rorma"bories---------- 12 0 12 100.0 ~~ 
'I I 
Correctional Insts.---- 16 2 
:; 
14 87.5 'I 
II 
Peni"ben"biaries--------- 4 0 4 100.0 II 
Ins"bs. for "bhe Grim-
inally Insane-------- 3 0 3 100.0 
I i 
Penal Far.ms------------ 5 0 5 100.0 
I 
il !, 
I I To"bals-------------- 58 7 51 87.9 II 
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these institutions "inmates" and stressed this point in their connnents. 
There are fifty-eight institui:ii·ons that returned the question:.. 
nairas, fifty-one or 87.9 per cent of the total number do have music 
activities in which inmates participate. This high average shows that 
the administrators of the penal institutions may believe that music can 
contribute some beneficial value towards the rehabilitation and reforma-
tion of the inmates committed to these institutions. 
Music ~.!:. reproduction ~ public address system. The data 
of Table IV, page 49, may be explained briefly. Thirty-two institutions 
out of fifty-eight institutions have music over a reprodu~ing or public 
address system. These figures are influenced by the fact that many penal 
institutions do not have reproduction or public address systems. 
All the institutions for the criminally insane have music over 
a reproduction or public address system. It may be assumed that the 
directors of these institutions believe that music plays an important 
part in their total rehabilitative program and that mUsic over a repro-
duction or public address system has a soothing and relaxing effect on 
the many emotionally disturbed individuals of these institutions. 
Table IV, on page 49, presents the necessary information in 
48 
regard to music over a reproduction or public address syste.m including the 
number of iristi tutions of the various types that do not and do have music 
over a public address syste~ 
Music ~ .!:. reproduction ~ public address system .!!!. ~ shops. 
Table V, on page 50, shows quite clearly the relative amoUn.t. of music 
that is transmitted ·aver a repro.duction or public address .. system in the 
work shops of the various penal institutions. 
It is interesting to note that one prison has a Band Company 
49 
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TABLE IV 
rMUSIC OVER A ~RODUCTION OR PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
U:otal .No. 
Institutions % Having Reporting !No Yes 
I i 
,I 
fT. ' ~2 $ '9 75.0 I J.sons ... ---------------· ; 
, 
' 
·: 
'I 
·I Vooatiolial Schools------ 6 5 1 16.7 
·• 
Reformatories----------- j 12 2 10 83.3 l I 
d 
1 , .I Correctioaal- Insts.----- 16 11 5 31.3 . I 
I il I 
Penitentiaries----------! 4 1 3 75.0 
I Insts. for the Crim-
I inally Insane--------- 3 0 3 100.0 H 
I! I' 
Penal Far.ms------------- j 5 3 2 40.0 II 
I' 
; J i 
il I 
~otals---~---------- 8JT 2P 3,3 5"'6.1 II 
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TABLE V I I 
I 
~SIC OVER REPRODUCTION OR PUBLIU .ADDRESS SYSTEMS IN I 
WORK SHOPS II 
!I 
.j li I
I ~ing lfefore ~er +?Uring 
Workin Hrs. Worki~ Hrso Workinl!: Hrs. :Me~n Time 
~ ~-bitutions % 
Yes 
:% % % % 
rtes. 
% ~ il !Yes 0~ Ncr of of No of Yes of' No of o£ No of •' i Total Total Total Total Total Total Tot#l Tot a 
I II Pri(~~l-~;~;;~;;)-- 2 :16.7 11 91.7 4 10 83.3 1 8.3 8 66.7 33.,3 10 83~3 2 16. I Voca~i~ Sohools- 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 1oo.o 0 o.o 6 10010 0 o. 
< s :reporting) II H . 
16.7 
Jl 
Re£<~f~~~;;)-- 10 83.3 2 9 75~0 3' ;_25.0 8 66.7 4 33.3 10 83~3 2 16• .. ,J 
! 100~0 Corrooj·onal Ino~s. 16 100.0 0 o.o 16 1oo.o 0 o.o 16 100.0 0 o.o 16 0 . o. (16 · eporting) 
?enite tiaries----- 4 100.0 0 ' o.o 4 100.0 0 o.o. 3 75.0 1 25.0 4 100[0 0 o. ( ':_4.r!tep_oH;i~g) 
lOOt 
Insts. for the Cri-
min&. ~y Insane--- 2 66.7 1 i33.3 3 100.0 0 o.o 3 100.0 0 o.o 3 0 o. 
( 3 reporting) 
10010 Penal I ~rms-----.--- 5 1oo.o 0 ~ o.o 5 100.0 0 o.o 5 100.;0 0 o.o 5' 0 o. ( 5 r-eporting) i 
I 
l 
i 
I 
Tota.J 1:1----------- 53 91.4 5 ! 8.6 54 93.1 4 6.9 49 84.5 9 14.5' 54 93
1 1 4 6. 
(58 reporting) ~ 
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for a work shop. Another priso~ has music o~e-half hour before working 
hours and one hour after working hours in the work shop; the Federal 
Detention Headquarters has music over the public address system in tke 
work shop only at meal time. One refor.matory for women does not have 
a ~u9lic address ~stem but music is provided in two work shops (laundry 
and knitting room) by radio. One institution for mentally defeetives has 
music in the work shop from eight to eleven every morning and from one 
to four every afternoon. 
Table V, on page 50 , shows that a relatively large amount 
of prisons do not have music over a reproducing or public address system 
in their work shops. This may be due to the fact that many institutions 
do not have public address systems and may use radios in their work shops 
even though they did :m.ot specify so. 
BUsic~ reproduction~ public address ~stems~ dining 
halls. Table VI~ on page 52, d~~cribes the extent to which music over 
reproduction or public address systems is used in the dining halls of the 
various institutions reporting. In view of the fact that some institu-
tions do not allow any conversation during meal time, it is not surprising 
that a large number do not have music in the dining halls. Because inmates 
are not allowed to converse during meal time it would seem advantageous 
to have musie if only for the simple reason that proper kinds of music 
can be used to help relieve tension. Wther factors contributing to the 
small percentage are that in some institutions there are no dining halls 
and the inmates have their meals in their oells; others do not have public 
address systems; and in some institutions the public address system is 
limited to the auditorium. 
Iastitutions that did report musio over a reproduction or 
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¥0SIC OVER REPRODUCTION OR PUBLIC .ADDRESS SYSTEMS IN I 
I 'DI~S- ' 
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!JUring, .oerore .arter 
M 
.uur~ 
Working Hrs. Working Hrs. Working Hrs. al Time , i:itutions p p % % p % 0~ io No of Yes of Ifo o:f' Yes of No of Yes of No Yes of 
'J Total Total Total Total Total Total To· al To-t It 
ji 
91.7 1 8.3 12 1oo.o o.o 10 83.3 2 16.7 8 6t7 4 3~ ~ison~------------: ll 0 
(121! reporting) jl 
I I Vooat~ Schools- 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 lo~.o 0 c ( 6j reporting) I! 
Refo~1 tories------- 12 100.0 0 o.o !10 '8$.3 2 16.7 9 75.0 3 25.0 7 +3 5 4] (llreporting) l I, 
Correc ional ~nsts.- ().o I! 16 100.0 0 o.o 16 100.0 0 o.o '16 100.0 0 13 8~.3 .. 3 1~ (16 reporting) 
ll 
Penite tiaries------ 4 1oo.c 0 o.o 4 100.0 0 o.o 4 100.0 0 o.o 4 109.0 0 c ( 4 reportin~) ,, 
Insts. -- ·I for .L the ri-
min a 1y . Insane---- 3 1oo.o 0 o.o 3 100.0 0 o .. o 3 100.0 0 o.o l l3 2 6E ( 3 I reporting) ! 
; 
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public address system in ~ning halls were limited, to a large extent, 
to having music during me~l time (see Table VI, page 52). Omly the Feae~al 
l 
Detention Headquarters hasj music in the dining hall during working hours, 
l 
after working hours, and during meal time. Other institutions may have 
music duri~g meal time and: one other period of the da~ but the Federal 
Detention Headquarters has\ music the full day except before working hours. 
The lack of music in the dining hall, except during meal time, may be due 
to the fact that inmates of the institutions are employed elsewhere during 
the major portion of the day. 
Of the prisons; reporting, one stated that they do not have a 
-: 
dining hall, but music is ~rovided over a public address system for, 
i 
fifteen minutes while marching into dinner and during dinner in the cells. 
' 
·; 
One reformatory allows musie in the dining hall only on holidays during_ 
i meal time. The Federal Correctional Institution has music in ~he dining 
) hall only during meal time:. One institution :for the criminal insane has p 
'i < 
, music over a reproduction prpublic address system for thirty minutes 
I 
'- during each -me~ whereas, o~e pe~al farm for men has music for one .and 
_; 
one-half hours during eaehj meal. The varying amount of time may be 
influenced by the activit~ schedules of these entirely different penal 
institutions. 
_Table VI, on p~ge 52, presents the relative degree o£ music 
i 
over reproduction or publiF address systems--including before working 
hours, during working hour~, after working hours, and during meal time--in 
j 
the various types of insti~utions. 
Music ~ .! r~production ~ public address system ~ various 
; 
sections ~ the penal· institutions. MUsic is provided for inmates over 
reproduction or public address systems in sections o£ the penal institu-
tions other than in the work shops and in the dining halls. The directors 
I 
I 
I 
I 
; 
stated that this type of ~usio is used extensively because it pl~s a 
very important part in th~ program of rehabilitation~ not only as a means 
of passive enj~ent but also as an agent that helps relieve emotional 
tensions. 
The follow:ingidesignates where music is provided over repro-
duotion or public address!systems in the various pe11al il!l.stitution.s. Two 
prisons for men stated that music is provided over a public address system 
after working hours in th~ cells; another prison has music after working 
' l 
hours in school and in ce1ls. Another prison has music over a reproducing 
·; 
system in the cell blocks iand hospital from twelve noo:n Uliltil twelve mid-
night. The Federal Deten~ion Headquarters has music ~ver a public address 
system for the entire ins~itution after working hours. One refor.matory 
for women provides music qver a reproduction system during seWing class and 
after working hours~ and E\n_other provides music over radio louaspee.kers in" 
the dormitories. Two refqrmatories for women have music in their living 
quarters after working ho~rs, and one has music before as well as after 
l 
' 
working hours in their do~tories. One institution for defective delin- · 
quents provides music ove~ a public address system before and follow±ng 
entertainment. This sho~ the therapeutic value of relaxation that music 
has in this type of insti~ution. One state home for girls has music over 
a reproduction system in the ~chool and in the cottages. A school for 
boys has music over a pub~ic address system for religious and special 
holiday programs. A corr~ctional in.stitution for men has this type of 
. I 
.j 
music during recreation p~riods. One pen.itentiary for men and one insti~u-
tion for criminally insane has music in recreation yards and auditoriums • 
. i 
One penal farm has music ~ver a public address system one hour before 
i 
working hours and five ho~rs after working hours·. It is evident from tb.e 
j -J 
I) above that musie is transniittecil. to a number of varied places in the pe:m.al 
institutions. 
Radios~ cells~ Table VII# on page 56, presents clearly 
the exbent to which radiou are used by institutions. This table includes 
the number that do not haYe radios, the number that have radios, and the 
percentage of the total o1~ various types of institutions that have radios. 
The small total percentagEt may be attributed to the fact that many institu~ 
tiona do not have adequatE' facilities (electrical outlets etc.) to have 
radios; others do not deem them advisable for recreational or other 
purposes; and others consider them a too expensive facility. It seems 
ironic that some institutions do not have radios; whereas, others have 
radios, record players, and television. One training school for girls, 
in addition to the facilit:ies mentioned, has an educational record library. 
The varying degrees of equipment of the penal institutions parallel those 
of public school systems. Some schools have merely the bare essentials 
necessary for teaching; whereas, others are equipped with a panorama of 
educational facilities. The allotment of varying amounts of funds 
influences the functioning and equipment of penal institutions just as in 
school systems. 
From the questionnaires returned, the following information 
was evolved. Some institutions do not have radios but have earphones 
connected to a centrally controlled hook-up system. These institutions 
are included in Table VII as those having radios. Only two of the prisons 
do not have radios. The Federal Detention Headquarters stated that they 
did not have radios but have a centrally controlled hoo~up for the 
inmates who spend six hours a day during the week and eight hours a day 
Saturday and Sunday to musical programs. In the remainder of the prisons 
all inmates have ear-phones or radios and listen fram~ to five hours 
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TABLE VII 
RADIOS IN CELLS 
'!.'lo. That -~o. ·That 
i.rotal No. Do Not Have Have 
\lleporting Radios Radios 
12 3 9 
6 5 1 
12 2. 10 
_16 7 9 
4 1 3 
3 1 2 
5 2 3 
58 21 37 
·-.~~--·-·· 
56 
%Having 
Radios 
75.0 
16.7 
83.3 
56.3 
75.0 
66.7 
60.0 
63.8 
-
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
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daily to musical programs. One vocational school stated that inmates do 
not have radios but that twenty-seven inmates over twenty-one years of 
age~ housed separately for medical experiments 1 have individual radios in 
their respective rooms. They have no means of determining just how many 
hours are ~pent listening to music. MOst of the reformatories reported 
that they do not have cells but have the radios in living quarters. The 
amount of time individuals listen to music varies from one hour to three 
hours to almost all free time. One reformatory for women stated that 
all honor girls could have radios in their rooms if wall electrical outlets 
were installed. As this is not- possible, only those who own portab'les 
or have access to outlets can have them. ~st of the correctional iasti-
tutio:m.s that do have radios have them in day rooms or in 11divisions.n 
The listening t.o music ranges from two hours dai;ly in some correctional 
institutions to four and one-half hours per day in others. Of the three 
penitentiaries that reported having radios, two stated that inmates 
listen to musical programs 50 per cent of the time. The United States 
Northeastern Penitentiary reported that all inmates have radios and listen 
to music three hours a day. Both institutions for the criminally insane 
have radios on all wards over loudspeakers and one reported that music 
is listened to on an average of seven hours per day. A prison farm for 
men reported that nearly all inmates have radios in their rooms and 
listening to the radio is allowed only during leisure time and not during 
working hours, and stated further that musi9_was heard very little lately 
for they now have group television, evenings. 
· According to Table VII, page 5~~ o~ly 61.4 per cent of all 
the institutions th.at reported data have radios or "hooll<-up 11 systems. 
This low percentage seems rather pathetic, for even if the inmates do not 
listen to music they should at least be entitled to keep up with the news 
58 
and events that are ta.ld.ng place in world affairs. Possibly m.tmy directors 
believe that listening to music continually on the r3.dio by a person 
alone in his recreation time may be conducive to unlimited. day-
dreaming or almost.pa.thologioal introversion, and there is no practical 
means of directing Qr controlling such misuse. Some institutiohs, 
particularly the correctional institutions, have radios in da~ rooms, 
recreation rooms, or in various udiVision.s.u Several directors prefer 
.. . 
this for i;he radio is used for group enterta.imnen"b and introvert 
withdrawal f'rom rea.li ty can thus ~be lessened.. 
Band activity progr~ Almost half of the institutions 
that returned their questionnaires have a bend activity program. There 
are several factors that may influence those that do not have this 
activity. .Among these are the lack of .f'unds to sponsor a band and 
interference with the work program of' the institutiol!l. which would cause 
its elimination. The organization of the band would also depend on the 
abilities of' the staf'f and the imna.tes presem.t. Hence., some institutions 
. may have had bands and may have had to eliminate them this year because 
of lack of members. 
Table VIII, page 59, gives an adequate description of' the 
band activity program in the various types of institutions. Of the 
seven priso:ms; for men. that reported data -- five have band activities 
daily, one has it two times per week, and~other three times per week. 
Two prisons for men have only twelve menibers ila the band and the remaining 
prisons have twenty-five to thirty-five members in the band. Only one 
vocational school has a band and it has eighteen m~bers which rehearse 
f'our hours weekly. This banci play~ for assembly programs f'our or five 
. 
times ehnually. Two reformatories f'or males have rehearsals daily, and 
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! ffrisons[ ___________ _ 
(7 r~porting) 
I! . Vooatio~al Sohools--
(1 r ~porting) . 
Reforma ories-------
(5 r porting) 
Correct onal Insts.-
( 6 r porting) 
Peniten iaries------
(3 rporting) 
Insts. ~or the Crim-inal~y Insane----
(2 r~porting) 
Penal F~r.ms--------­(1 r porting) 
Total 
-----------ae.. (25 reporting) 
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XABLE VIII 
~AND ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
NO. DIRECTED BY NO. REHEARSING 
Profess- .Inmate During .At uther 
ional ·Work Hrs Times 
5 2 6 l 
1 0 1 0 
4 2 5 3 
4 2 4 2 
1 3 1 2 
2 0 l 1 
0 1 1 0 
17 10 19 ::9" 
fiQ 
to. LIMITED 
.lliU. IVING 
CON ERTS 
To To J.nm.ates For For 
Inmates and others Inmates Public 
I 
7 tO , 6 I 2 
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1 0 1 I 0 
5 0 3 1 
6 0 6 5 
3 0 1 1 
• 2 0 2 1 
1 0 1 1 
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60 i 
another has rehearsals three times per week; the number of inmates in 
this activity ranges from twenty to twenty-nine. One reformatory for 
males had a band but had to eliminate it because it interfered with 
the work program. One institution for defective delinquents has a band 
of seventy-five me.mbers rehear~ daily. One state home for boys 
has a drum and bugle corps that includes thirty members that rehearse 
bi-weekly. The Federal Correctional Institu:tion has a band of fifteen 
members that rehearse four times per week. All the male penitentiaries 
reporting data have bands that rehearse daily. The United States 
Northeastern Penitentiary has a Hillbilly Band that rehearses nightly. 
The foregoing statements describe the band activity programs of the 
including parades. It also figures largely in affairs of a more joyous 
character, such as sport events and theatrical performances. In many 
instances it is the institution 1s representative in the neighborhood 
communities where these bands march in parades and play at 2tth:f:ro a!lilt'f. 
other celebrations. 
Various directors stated that to an inmate membership in the 
band has certain gratifying possibilities. Membership in the band 
signifies that he belongs to an honored organization of the institutions 
population; also, that he is attractively uniformed and seen and heard 
at all official occasions. It furthermore entails traveling, marching in 
the open air, and above all (in those institutions where this is the 
practice), trips to fairs and celebrations of the outside world. These 
facts show that the band oan be a strong factor in regulating conduct in 
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the penal institution. 
Of the replies received many administrators chose to 
I 
.I 
I 
atories, or penitentiaries included in the survey repo~ted having bands). 
In these large male penal institutions where the discipline usually 
I 
requires a continuous suppression of emotions, the learn.i:mg and especially I. 
,, 
!,. the making of band :mUsic is said by the administrators to be an 
I. opportUlil.ity through which the pent~up and suppress~· 'emotions of the 
il i inmates can be released satisfactorily. 
1 
i 
Thus it comes about that the utilization and releasing of 
emotional energies through band playing prevents oonduct disorders and 
distunbances of disoipline, and the administrators·therefore value it as 
an essential means of institutional order. 
Dance orchestra activity program. A small number of 
~ institutions have dance orchestras. These are used to a great extent 
/ for reoreation. The number having this activity (see Table IX, page 62) 
are dependent upon the talent of the staff and the inmates present. 
Of the prisons reporting, one has seventeen members and 
rehearses daily and another has fourteen members and practices three 
hours per week. One vocational school has a small dance orohestra (six 
to eight inmates) direoted by a guard (professional player) and plays 
il 
., 
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I DANCE ORCHESTRA ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
:I 
I' II ,, 
! 
J~TITUTIONS NO. DIRECTED BY J.'lU. lt.L (.L.l'Hi NO. REHEARSING NO. LIMITED CONCE TS !t'roress- .. During At other To To Imnates for or 
II ional In:ma.te work hrs Tim.es lnmates and others :pnnates p blie 
0 J l l 2 0 2 0 2 0 Prison ------------~ (2 z;bporting) 
. d . 
Vooatidhal Schools-- l . 0 l 0 l 0 l 0 
(iJ.i :rlpporting) 
I li 2 2 .. Re£o~ories------" 2 2 3 0 2 0 (3 9porting) 
Correo~ onal Insts,- l l ·l l 2 0 2 0 (2 ~porting) 
Penite ~iarmes-~---- 0 .2 0 2 2 0 l 0 
.(2 epox-ting) I In•~··~~or the Or~ ; 1na y Insane---- l 0 l •0 l 0 l l 
(l ~porting) 
,I 
Penal E~rm.s--------- 0 l 0 l l 0 l 0 (l ~rporting) 
II. 
TotaJ~----------~ '6 7 7 6 12 0 10 l 
(12 repo:d;;'ng) ' 
' 
11 
\......./ 
I' ,! 
li 
'I 
I 
'I 
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• 
j! for weekly movies. This group meets on an average of' two evenings weekly. 
One reformatory for men has nine members that rehearse daily and they play 
at intermission on recreation progr8lll.s (boxing and basketball). A training \ 
ji 
sc}?.ool for boys has a band of eight members that rehearse two hours per 1\ 
.I 
week as a recreational pursuit. One correctional institution for men has II 
tan members that rehearse one hour per week. An institution for male 
'l'i. 
defective delinquents has a dance orchestra of thirty to sixty members that I 
rehearse daily. The United States Northeastern Penitentiary has a dance 
orchestra of sixteen members that rehearse nightly. One penal farm for men 
has twenty-five members that rehears~ ~a..ch evening. 
Table IX, page 62, explains the dance orchestra activity progr8lll. 
in the various institutions. MOra than half' are directed by inmates, and 
I
I almost all give concerts only·to inmates. 
dance orchestra is used more as a diversion or a recreational pursuit for 
This· stresses the fact that the 
I 
II 
li 
·I 
-
the imna.tes rather than an educational activity. 
Concert orchestra activity progrrum. A ~11 percen~age of the 
institutions reported having concert orchestras (see Table X, page 64). 
This may be due to lack of funds, degree of talent present, and the size II 
i! 
of the institution. It is interesting to note that only eight penal /i 
I ji 
,I rt d I!: '' institutions reported having concert orchestras; whereas, twelve repo e il 
!1 having dance orchestras. Administrators favor the dance orchestras because ~~ · 
' they claim that the music required for them is simple and the assembling is 11 
I, lass complicated. Also, the dance orchestra has greater recreational I I II 
Iii capabilities. 1; 
:i 
I! Religious choral groups. In many institutions religious jj 
; I! 
i services are a regular weekly feature; hence, the majority of the li 
1. institutions have religious choirs that contribute to the order of 
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il 
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ifABLE X 
' 
,I (CONCERT ORCHESTRA ACTffiTY PROGRAM 
-
.. 
I NO. Gi~ING 
•NO. DIRECTED BY \NO. REHEARSING INO. LIMITED CONC TS 
I IN~ ~ITUTIONS il?rofess- During ·.at other 'To o ln:ma.tes JJtor 1 tror 
l ional l::nmate work hrs Times In:m.ates and Others Umna.tes iP' *blic 
I 
I 
frison~~------------ 2 ; l l l 2 0 2 0 
(2 rrporting) ' 
Vocatic~l Schools-- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(0 rporting) Refo~ories------- . 2 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 
(2 rporting) 
I 
Correct onal Insts.- 2 1 2 () 2 0 l jo (2 r ~porting) 
Peniten~iaries------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo (o r :~porting) 
Insts. ~or the Crim-
inali~y Insan~---- l 0 l 0 l 0 l l 
(l r1~porting) I 
Penal E rm.s--------- l l l 0 l 0 l l (l r ~porting) 
. 
Total 8 . 3 6 
-----------.:t l 8 0 7 2 (8 r porting) 
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worship. 
Table XI. page 66, explai~s clearly the activity program 
of the religious choral groups in the various institutions. It is 
interesting to note that one penal far.m1 out of all the institutions, 
includes the.institutional personnel with the inmates in their religious 
choral groups. il:t seems stra.nga·.that mor~ institutions do not have 
religious choirs whose membership is made up from iEm&tes and personnel. 
The coming together of the personnel and the inmates for purposes of 
worship through music ~ot but have a humanizing influence on their 
mutual relations.· 
Only two institutions-have daily religious choir rehearsals~ 
these include one state farm for males and females aad a penitentiary 
for women. The United States Northeastern Penitentiary has four persons 
im its religious choir who rehearse twice weekly.· .The remaiming 
institutions have rehearsals varymng from one to three times per week. 
The majority of the institutio•s have one rehearsal and then the ehureh 
MOst of the choirs are composed of a small number of inmates 
I
I service. 
ranging from seven members up to about thirty-five in others. In. some 
institutions, the religious choir is the only music activity. 
V~rious directors stated that the f~ction of a religious 
choral group is a combined religious, ceremonial, and musical one, the 
65 
I 
I 
I 
main objective being to enhance the quality of the service by its singing. 
l! 
1\ 
'I 
1: 
1his can be achieved just as well by a few as by muy. The augers may 
not be accomplished singers, but they should, as a minimum requiremen~ 
be able to sing in tune, softly, and with feeling. One director believes 
that a unison song in clear tones and with conviction can be a-finer 
musical and spiritual achievement than the mechanically drilled shouting 
~ 
of a four-part anthem. Hence, it is feasible in the smallest institution 
CIIAPEL SERVICE-TERRE HAUTE 
Note religious choral group in background. 
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TABLE XI 
I ACTIVITY PROGRAMS OF THE CHORAL GROUPS I (a) RELIGIOUS 
NO. GI, 'l:NG 
~0. DIRECTED BY ~0. REHEARSING ;NO. LIMITED .. CONCEl TS 
fro:ress- P\lrJ.ng I.At other 1To I.To l:nma.tes ;For or 
ional fn:mate 1Work hrs ;rimes Inmates .and Others ,Inmates I:P blio 
5 3 6 1 8 0 6 l 
2 0 0 . 2 1 0 2 0 
9 3 7 7 8 
-
0 9 3 
I 
11 3 8 6 3 0 10 8 
1 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 
2 1 2 1 3 0 2 2 
3 2 1 3 2 1 3 0 
33 13 25 21 37 ~1 34 il5 
I 
I II I 
li 
to ~ave a choir~ perhaps of modest size and attainments, as an asset to 
the service. 
No:ra-t-eligi'eUS choral groups. In the pel!tal institutions 
inmates like to do mo~e extensive musical group work than just 
commuaity singiRg. Hence, some institutions have for.mal chorus practice 
in regular weekly sessions, even two and three times per week1 when 
cireunwtances permit. 
Table XII, page 68, presents the necessary information on 
non-~eligious choral groups. Twenty-ei~ht institutions are represented 
in this table. Three prisons have non-religious choruses that rehearse 
two times weekly With fifteen, twenty-four, a:a.d twenty-five members 
respeotively. One reformatory for men has ehoral groups of fifteen 
performers that usually last about a month culminating with Chris_tma.s 
carols for shut-ins in the oa.mmunity. A reformato~ for women has a 
choir of twenty-four members that rehearses weekly. In this institution 
I 
in the past a gifted musieia:a direstei excellent· productions of 11 Th.e 
t:kad~liers, n uThe Pirates of Penftmce," amd "Trail by Jury. n Th.e choral 
groups as well as other musical groups are dependent upon the talent 
of the iEmates a:ad personnel. 
A reformatory for womel!t reported a varied and full activity 
progr~ for the year. They have a glee club of thirty me.mbers that 
rehearse three times per week. The following is taken from their amnual 
report: 
GLEE CLUB 
December 20 & 21 - The annual Christmas play was held. 
The glee club sang three select~ons ~d-a.lso filled 
in with carols, between the scenes. · 
December 24 - Protestant Candle Lighting Service 
(Combined glee cluh and choir) 
December 25 - Caroling from cottage to cottage 
February ll - A group of glee club girls saar 
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11 'lVABLE XII I. 
I 
!! 
I ~TIVITY PROGRAMS OF THE .CHORAL GROUPS (b) NON-RELIGIOUS 
, .. 
-
I DIREOT·ED BY 
:LIIU. \i .L' IJ..l.\lli 
! INO. MO. REHEARSING ]£0. LIMITED CONCEl TS 
INSTiiTUTIONS 'Profess- lmnate .IJurJ:.ng tAt uther ;ro :ro Illm.$.t es ,.lfor- or 
·q ional rWork Hrs Times finmates ,and others IDkates p, blic !i 
. I! 3 0 3 l 3 ·0 3 ' l ~r1son~----------~ (3 ~e:,porti.ng) 1 
. i! Vocational Schools-- 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 
(l r~porting) 
'I 
Reforma~ories------- 5 l 3 3 4 0 5 3 
(6 r~porting) 
li 10 1 10 2 12 0 9 5 Correot~ona1 Insts.- I (12 ,' eporting) 
Penite~~iaries------ I 2 1 2 1 3 0 2 1 
(3 rwporting) 
Insts. ',or the Crim-
"' 
' 
inal~y Insane---- 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
(1 r~porting) 
i 1 1 Penal F~s--------- 2 0 3 3 1 3 (3 r~porting) i 
., 
j 
,.,; 
.;l1 
Total j;-------........ ~ 23 4 19 11 26 1 24 12 (29 1eporting) 
. 
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at the Community S~g. 
April 4 & 5 - A group of glee club girls sang at ~he 
Us Fersoliified Minstrel. 
May 9 & 10 - (Spring Concert) - for the Far.ms and 
outsiders. 
June 16 - Catholic Confirmation Service (a selected 
group from the glee club and choir). 
June 27 - Eighth Grade graduatio•• The Glee Club 
sang three numbers"' nLa.n.d of Our BirthJJ 11 ''Joshua 
Fit de Battle of Jericho," and the "Italian Street 
Song." 
II From this report the significance of ehoral groups and their importance 
1: 
H . 
!' as a contribution to the social life of the group~ made evident. ll . 
)' 
,
1
. A traini:m.g school for girls has a complete music curriculum 
• that would correspond to the music program of the average public school. I . 
,! Special traiai:ag is given to the Senior Choir, the Junior Choir, and the 
II 
!1 Spiri tua.l Club (ages range from twelve to seventeen years). .A:e.other 
!I 
:1 training ·school for girls has a. volunteer choir of twenty members that 
1: 
ii rehearses weekly,. .An institution for mental defectives has a choir of 
}! 
'• thirty to sixty individuals that rehearse daily. The Federal Correctional 
i Institutioli has a choir of twelve members that rehearse weekly, and the 
:i 
,: 
,I United States Northeastern Penitentia.~ has a. choir of only four inmates 
!I that meet twice weekly. .All the penal :Op-ms have non-religious choral 
I! 
11 groups. Two prison ·farms for wo.men have choral groups of thirty-;give 
il members that rehearse twice weekly. One penal farm for men has a. group 
IJ of twelve members that meet weekly. The other penal fa.r.m for men has an 
II 
11 advanced choral group of forty members. At this institution, group and 
I individual vocal coaching is given to ta.leated inmates by the 
Superiate:m.dent. 
A comparison of Table XI and Table XII reveals that there 
is a. larger number of religious choral groups than non-religious ones. 
This may be influenced by the fa.et~han mamy institutions have religious 
I , 1~ services each week and the need for the religious choral group is, I I, 
I• I I· 
ll 
II 
I 
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Then, too, Catholic priests and Protestant ministers, 
tl 
\i therefore, greater. 
/, 
1! in many instances, teach the religious choral gro&7ps; wherea~, the non-
IJ religious choral groups are dependent upon the personnel of the institu-
1! . . 
11 tions for leaders and, in many cases, there are none capable enough to 
II 
II 
jl conduct them. I . ll II j! Instrumental instruction. Instrumental instruction is not 1.1· 
ll carried on to a great extent in the various institutions.. (See Table XIII, il 
[)page 71)! Some institutions stated that they did not have serviceable I 
\j instruments, adequate teachers, and useful music material and so individual 
'I il or group instrumental instruction is impossible. 
It il Table XIII, page 71, gives a graphic description of the I 
il 
II instrumental instruction in the penal institutions. This includes I; 
II its direction, rehearsing, individuals it is limited to, and its concerts. 1.· 
tl !i Of the prisons reporting, two give daily instruction to twenty individual a. ,I 
J! !I 
if The Federal Detention Headquarters stated that due to the fact that most J 
)/of its population is transient, they cannot give instrumental instruction. 1 
'I 
!, I i! HOwever, they have some musical instruments (guitar, violin, harmonica) 
\iwhioh the immates are allowed to use, and the inmates are permitted to 
il 
:1 have their own musical instruments sent in to them. One vocational 
I 
1! school has forty-eight young men taking instrumental instruction two l: 
!;hours per week. This is given on~ class schedule by a full time music 
!
'!teacher. The brass section meets two periods weekly, the reeds two periods 
r i! weekly, etc. These groups vary in size from three to eight students. One 
I' II !i reformatory for men does not give instruction, but inmates may play 
II . 
' instruments during the evening. The Feaeral Correctional Institution 
gives instruction to eleven ~ates, and they meet as frequently as it 
is required among them. A school for girls gives piano instruction for I 
II il 
· II j 
I 
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J:NS PITUTIONS 
! 
I 
li 
' m(~ns~~~;;.;;gr-_... 
~ooati~ Sohoo1s--
(1 !jporting) 
Ref.o~~ories-------
(4 rorting) 
Correct ona1 Insts.-
(8 r; porting) 
Penite~ iaries------
(2 r~porting) 
Insts. ~or the Crim.-inal~y Insane----(2 r'porting) 
Penal 
II . 
F l1D.S------... -.-. (3 r~porting) 
Tdta1 
... ----------.... (24 eporting) 
e 
I 
I 
~ABLE XIII 
INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION 
NO. DIRECTED BY NO. REHEARSING NO. LIMITED 
\t'ro!·ess- .l..llnl8.te wring At utner 1 :ro i u:o J.llliJAtes 
ional Work Hrs Times ;tmna:tes and others 
3 1 3 0 4 0 
.. 
1 0 1 0 l 0 
4 0 3 3 4 0 
6 3 6 2 8 0 
1 2 1 1 2 0 
2 0 1 l 2 0 
'2 2 1 2 3 0 
rl9 8 16 9 24 0 
' 
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0 0 
.;; 
·o 0 
0 i 0 
2 0 
l .. 0 
2 1 
2 0 
-
7 1 
"" 
. 
I 
I 
I 
- two or three inmates. A penal farm for men gives instrumental i:m.struotion 
I 
I 
I for twenty iBmates each evening. Two penal farms for women have 
instruction for ten women two times weekly. 
Instrumental teaching is done on the basis of group instruction 
in the majority of the penal institutions. One direetor stated that this 
method is used due to the need to preserve time and to the fact that 
inmates are seldom adequate solo perfor.mers. Group i:m.struction is the 
answer to both problems. Several directors stated that instrumental 
instruction is psychologically desirable for it helps release emotional 
energies on an intellectually controlled basis. 
Appreciation£!.. listening. The music appreciation and 
listening reported by the institutions vary from those which give the 
opportunity of formal and infor.mal regular meetings. The latter is 
considered as a recreatio:m.. In the former more serious work and study are 
carried o:m.. Tech:m.ioal 1 historical1 and biographical facts are discussed. 
Table XIV, page 73, gives a graphic description of music 
:institutions. None of the prisons reported having the·se activities except 
the Federal Detention Headquarters which has these activities monthly. 
MUsic appreciatio:m. and listening are eliminated im the prisons because the 
administrators believe that extra security and inconvenien~e would be 
involved in assembling the inmates for this group activity• 
Two refor.matories for men have music appreciation periods; 
one includes ten members meeting two times weekly and the other includes 
. t:it:ty-two i.mnates having daily periods. Two reformatories. for women have 
···weekly listening periods for the inmates. Another reformatory for women . 
. has a regular music appreciation class for twenty-four members. The 
!l'ABLE XIV 
4PPRECIATION OR LISTENING 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
5 1 1 4 5 0 3 0 
6 0 4 0 4 1 1 0 
Peni~enpiaries------ 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
(2 ~eporting) 
Ins~s. ifor ~he Crim-
inally Insane---- 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
(1 ) 
2 0 0 2 2 0 0 ' 0 ) 
16 3 7 8 15 1 6 1 
lj 
l 
I 74 I 
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following is taken £rom their annual report. 
MUsic Appreciation Class . 
In MUsic Appreciation class, we tried to discover just 
what the title was abouii, and how to go about learning 
to put this meaning into action. Then we delved into 
the lives oe composers and their music, using library 
books, magazines, leaflets, newspaper articles-and 
records as o~ source and illustrative material. Artists 
and conductors also received treatmenii. We also discussed 
current music news. I tried to bring to the class as many 
different kinds .o£ music as possible, in order to satisfy 
each particular taste and to broaden the musical knowledge 
of the entire group. 
From the above description, it is evident that the leader promoted an 
intellectual interest in music that is highly desirable. 
The Federal Correctional Institution has music appreoia~ion 
£or tweniiy-two inmates twice weekly. A school £or boys ll.as music 
appreciation for fifteen to thirty-five boys twice weekly. In a school 
£or girls, each pupil has from one to £our forty-minute periods weekly 
in an organized music class £or g~oup singing and music appreciation. 
An agricultural and industrial school has music listening for eighty-
five members weekly. In a vocational school £or young men about one 
hundred and twenty-five individuals participate in a rotation schedule 
£or musie appreciation. Usually a maximum o£ fifty students are accom-
odateQ weekly, meeting from 6:30 P.M. to 8:30P.M. Last year in this 
insiiitution a 11disc jockeyn type o£. activity was presented for five 
months in which over five hundred inmates met weekly (4-5 P.M. Friday) 
in the gymnasium to listen to popular music presented on records. The 
~ited States Northeastern Peniteniiiary has music appreciation or listening I 
for "bhirty-£ive imnaiies on Saturday afterno.on. Two prmson £arms £or 
women have listening periods £or one hundred and £i£ty inmates twice 
weekly. Another penal £arm for men has music appreciation moniihly £or 
about twenty-five interested inmates • 
--· ---- ----·· -·-,r--·-···-----
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Minstrel~ activi'ty pl'\l)gram.. Several directors stated that 
minstrel shows are ~ popular in the way of e~terta~ent in the penal 
,. 
institutions and interest does not diminish in them. This group actiVi~ 
is ultimately used as a contribution to the social life of the. group. 
Tabla X::V, page 76, describes the minstrel 'Show activity 
progr8lll. The major~ty of the i»stitutions have tlrl.s activity * or 
three times a year while others have them very ofte~. Tae groups::1n.eet 
aoeoraing to the amount of rehearsing that the show require$• A prison 
for men has ~strel skoWB vary often; another has an unlimited HUmber 
i~ a group that meet as required; and in another prison forty-five 
members rehearse daily while the show is in progress. A prison for males 
and females has a minstrel troupe of ten to twelve inmates. The Federal 
Detention Headquarters has ~strel shows unly during holi~ays with 
fifte~n to thirty i:wnates partieipating. A reformatory for men has thirty 
1 members in this activity that rehearse three nights a weak. Tlais 11 shown 
I 
Jl performs at the institution ud non the roadn locally. Three correctional 
institutio~s have minstrel shows. The United states Northeastern 
Penitentiary has minstrel shows twice yearly with groups whose sizea 
vary. The State Industrial. HOme for Woman has groups put on minstrel 
shows for th.e e~tertainment of the entire inmate population. A pe~al 
far.m for women has this activity annually with thirty-five immates 
participating. 
Administrators believe that minstrel shows provide a means 
of,channeling the creative talents of the inmates into a desirable 
outlet. They stated that music of this type is exceedingly important in 
maintaining proper morale. 
Operetta activity progpam. A small number of institutions 
have or perfor.m operettas. This activity is relatively limited possibly 
+'ABLE XV 
~NSTREL SHOW ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
I iNO. DIRECTED BY NO. REHEARB,;pJG NO. LIMITED ;I:N~ ~ITUTIONS ll:'ro:ress- .l.nma:be .. During, At uther Tb To Imnates 
: d.onal Work Hre Times Imnates and others 
i: il Prisons-----------~ 3 3 3 3 6 0 
(5 ,.!~porting) 
Vooatio. al Schools-- 1 0 1 0 l 0 
(1 r 01porting) 
Reforma ~ories------- 3 2 1 4 4 0 (5 ,. :~porting) Correo~ onal Insts.- 3 0 3 0 3 0 (4 :~porting) 
PeniteJ ~iaries------ 1 1 l 1 2 0 
(2 r :~porting) 
Insts. F'or the Crim-
inal~y Insane---- 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(l jport:ing) 
Penal ~--------- 1 0 0 1 0 1 (1 r porting) 
I 
I 
Total I 13 6 9 9 16 1 $---..... ------... --(19 1 eporting) .... 
• 
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ll'.A.BLE .XVI 
! (OPERETTA ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
I 
I NO. GIV ~G 1INS1~ITUTIONS NO. DIRECTED BY NO. REHEARSING No. LIMITED c'ONCER s .Proress- J.mnate Dtirmg jAt Other To IT'o .L:mna.tes For or 
i io:nal Work Rvs. Times lmna.tes and Others J!mnates PU lie 
, 
fPrison~-----------~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(e torting) 
Vooatio;·al Schools-- 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
(1 ~tporting) 
1 1 0 1 Refor-matories------- 1' ' 0 0 ·o ' " (l r:~porting) ~ . 
Corre~~~o:nal lasts.- 5 0 5 2 3 2 5 2 
(5 r:~porting) 
' 
'· II Penite~~iaries------ 1 0 1 ·o 1 0 0 0 
(1 rrorti:sg) lasts. :or the Cr~ 
inal y Insane---- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(0 rrporti:m.g) 
2 0 2 0 Penai ~·--------- 2 0 0 2 (2 r 1porting) 
.I 
I 
I 
I I Tbtal~------------ 10 0 6 6 7 2 8 13 (10 reporting) I . 
II 
I 
I 
i 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I ! ,. 1: I 
li ·-=. 
~ 
II 
II i I! 
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II 
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! because it is dependent upon the number of inmates with sufficient 
I 
·I 
! 
I 
II 
]I 
11 
II 
I! 
i 
musical abilities and histrionic inclinations. Expenses are also 
involved which would curtail this type of activity in some institutions. 
.Another factor involved·is adequate personnel to direct operettas; some 
institutions lack funds to provide the type of professional direction 
that is necessary. 
Table XVI., on page 77, gives a graphic description of the 
operetta in the various types of institutions as to direction, rehearsing 
time, limitations, and the performances for inmates or public. 
A training school for girls gives operettas for the public. 
It ,. 
i 
,! The girls meet on a project basis. In a reformatory fo~ women, in the 
.,, past, a gifted musician dir~cted excellent productions of "The Gondoliers," _!· 
I 
\ "The Pirates of Penzance, 11 and "Trail by Jury. 11 A home for girls and a 
II 
j'! school for boys have forty members that participate in operettas. A 
1
j state industrial home for women has operettas made up of inmate groups 
1 that are under professional direction. Two penal far.ms for women have 
I groups varying from thirty to thirty-fiv~ members that produce operettas. 
:'i il Last fall a penal far.m for men did Kurt Weill's "Down in the Valley; II 
!! the previous year, they produced a play wi"bh :rpusioal interpolations., "The 
'I II 
1: Story of Joseph and Benjamin. 11 
II 
I
! Several administrators stated tha-t the producing of operettas 
,I is important in penal insti-tutions for it helps enliven institu"bional I! 
11 existence, and is beneficial to the individual inmates, for working in 
li an operetta co-ordinates their powers of interpretation and expression 
I 
jthat are suppressed in their ordinary institutional life. 
! 
I 
II I· I! 
I\ comments 
Communi~ singing. Several administrators stated in the 
that community or group singing is principally a diversion, and 
,: 
. ~~·- ~~c:-_..,~· . 
·- ................ r··-- -
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fi 
I TABLE XVII i 
I 
I 
CO.MMUNITY SINGING 
·• 
! 
' 
> Nb. LIMITED 
NO. GIV ~NG 
NO. DIRECTED BY NO. REHEARSING ,CONGER ~s- _. IN~ :PITUTIONS l'roress- .Lmnate DurJ.ng At uther :ro :ro Imnates To 0 
ional Work Hrs Times tlnnates and Others Inmates PU ~lio 
Prison~:------------~ I 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 IO 
· (2 torting) 'I ,, 
Vocati
1 
1 Schools-- 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 l!o 
(2 ~porting) II 
Re:forme ~ories------- 3 i 52 2 0 1 2 5 .i!O ( 6 I eporting) I I 
Correoi · onal Insts.- 10 1 5 4 5 2 6 4 
(10 ~•porting) ·I 
Penitet iaries------ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1 lT porting) 
Insts. i or the Crim-
ina~ay Insane~--- 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
(2 ~~porting) 
I 
Penal J~r.ms--------- 2 1 0 3 2 1 3 Ill (3 1eporting) d 
'I II 
II '. 
!I 
Total s------------ 23 5 7 13 12 5 17 \Is (25 reporting) 
'I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I! 
I~ 
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11 
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I
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II 
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1! 
its main purpose is to provide through common musical interest and. 
effort a time of good cheer. 
Table XVII, page 79, gives a graphic description of 
community singing in the various types of institutions. In the Federal 
Detention Headquarters, community singing is participated in by all the 
inmates. A vocational school for youthful offenders has from two hundred 
and fifty to five hundred inmates in this group activity. About one 
hundred and twenty-five individuals participate in community singing, 
directed by a teacher, in a school for girls. A reformatory for woman 
has two hundred inmates who participate in this activity twice a year. 
The following is taken from the annual report of this institution: 
Extra Musical Activities. 
TWo Co~ity Sings were held during the year. The 
one on October 12 served as Columbus day recreation. 
The second one took place in February. A varied 
program of records, fun songs and rounds, popular songs, 
piano and vocal solos and monologues, was presented. 
Interest and attendance was very good. The February 
attendance ran well over 200 girls. 
Another reformatory for women has community singing for ninety inmates. 
A school for boys has one hundred and fifty inmates participating in this 
activity once a week. A training school for boys has community singing 
during recreation and school hours for sixty inmates. Community singing 
consists of a fiftee~minute Sunday School Group singing and the singing 
of Cristmas carols in an institution for defective delinquents. An 
institution for male defective delinquents has this activity for thirty 
to sixty inmates daily. Two penal farms for women have community singing 
weekly for three hundred inmates. 
It is evident, from the above,.that sommunity singing 
involves a good percentage of the total population of the various 
institutions. Its most practical feature seems to lie in its flexibility 
II 
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'II as a means of occupying and entertaini:rag small and large groups of 
II imn.ates by their own. efforts. 
I  
1 
other musie activities. Several administrators commentea 
[; on other music ac~iVi~ies ~ha~ are oarried on in their institutions. A 
!I prison for men, a vocational school for girls, a reformatory for men, 
il 
1
, and a state far.m, all stated that they have variety shows. Their 
frequency ranges fram once to six times yearly. 
A state far.m for men has tape recorded shows made by fifty 
I 
1 inmates about twice monthly. These are rebroadcast over the instituti~ts 
I 
I 
J radio system. 
II,. An industrial home for women has a choral group that sings 
,I 
II cantatas. These are under professional direction and are put on as 
1
1 entertainment for the entire inmate population. 
' 
A state prison for men has music theory classes twice weekly j 
11
1 
for forty inmates. 
I that he has one person studying harmo:m:y and counterpoint, and he also 
A director of music of another prison for men stated 
II 
/I has some imnates that "try their hand at arranging". A state penitentiary 
I: !i for men has music theory and harmony instruction for fifteen men daily. 
11 It is evident from the foregoing statements that a small number of the 
I' 
J! more progressive institutions have advanced class. es in music. J! . 
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CHAPTER VII 
INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Brief · summary of ~ findings. From the tabulation of 
!1 questionnaire results it was found that about one-tenth of the penal 
1 institutio~s that returned their questionnaires have no music activities 
of any kind, and in about three-tenths only a few music activities are 
maintained. 
87.9 per cent of_the total number of penal institutions that 
returned their questionnaires have music activities i~ which inmates 
participate as performers or listeners. All the reformatories, the 
penitentiaries, the institutions for the criminally insane, and the 
penal farms have music activities in which the inmates participate. 
Over 80 per cent of the prisons and correctional institutions have musie 
activities. This high average shows that the administrators of the 
J penal institutiollls may believe that music can contribute some beneficial 
.j 
I! value towards the rehabilitation and reformation of the inmates qf these 
11 institutions. 
I! Approximately 50 per cent of the institutions have music 
I over a reproductiolll or public address system. It is significant to 
note that all the institutions for the criminally insane have music 
1, over this type of system. 
1
1 
effective in soothilllg and relaxing the emotionally disturbed individuals 
II 
11. in this type of institution. 
II 
I! 
II ,, 
Some administrators stated that music is 
A relatively large~ of penal institutions do not have 
music over a reproducing or public address system in their work shops. 
I 
I, 
83 
1 Several directors and wardens stated tnat they did not have public address 
I 
I li 
•I !i 
il 
II 
II 
I 
i 
" 
I 
systems but used radios in their work shops. 
Only £ifteen out of £ifty-eight institutions have music over 
reproducing or public address systems in their dining halls. This 
relative B.mall number is not surprising since inmates are not allowed 
to converse during meal time in most penal i.nstitutio:m.s. Silence at 
meals is the general rule, except in the most p~ogressive institutions. 
Thirty-seven out of fi£ty-eight institutions have radios in 
j
1 
their cells. 
II in their living quarters. 
Some institutions do not have cells, but they have radios 
Others do not have radios but have earphones 
II connected to a centrally controlled hook-up system. Inmates listen :t'r:0m 
!i one hour to £ive hours daily to musical programs. Only 61.4 per cent 
1: d o£ all the institutions have radios or hook-up systems. There are several 
!I penal institutions that do not have radios or other means of communication 
il with the outside world for the inmates. 
!j 
!I 
This seems rather pathetic, £or 
1i even if the inmates do not listen to music they should at least be 
.! I, ll entitled to keep up with the news and events that are taking place in 
!1 world a£fairs. Possibly many directors believe that listening to music 
I• 
!l . 
;: continually by a person alol'le in his recreation time may be conducive 
j; to unlimited daydreami:m.g or almost pathological introversion, and there 
il 
11 is no pr~ctical means o£ directing or controlling such misuse. Some 
il institutions, particularly the correctional institutions, have radios 
I' il in various "divisions" or recreation rooms. Several directors pre£er II 
ll !i this for the radio is used for group entertainment and introvert 
)\ . 
11 withdrawal £rom re8.lity can thus be lesseliled. 
ji In addition to radios, several institutions have television, 
I and several also have record players. A small number of penal 
institutions ~r·youthful offenders have educataonal record.libra.ries. 
A number of penal institutions have several instrumentai 
music activities. In regard to bands, several wardens and directors 
chose to comment on the usefulness o£ the band in the institutional 
,I organization. The administrators stated that the band o££ers an 
opportunity through which the musically inclined may contribute greatly 
to the enjoyment, to the discipline, and to the morale of the inmate 
population. The band stands out as of particular value in penal 
institutions with large male populations, like reform schools,_ 
penitentiaries, and prisons. No female prisons, reformatories, or 
penitentiaries included in the survey reported having bands. In the 
fifty-eight institutions that returned their questionnaires -- twenty-
five have bands; fourteen have dance orchestras; eight institutions 
have concert orchestras; a.nd twenty-four have instrumental instruction. 
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I· 
! Vocal music seems to fare a ~ittle better. The majority of I 
·.I the institutions have at least one Vocal organization, namely, a religious I! 
I choir group. In some institutions, it is the only music activity. r 
The music appreciation or listening reported varies from 
those which give the opportunity of formal to those that have informal 
1 regular meetings. The informal meetings are considered as a diversion 
l 
I 
I 
II 
I 
-I 
II 
I 
or as a recreation, and ma.:ny are conducted on a. 11disc jockey" type 
program •. In the formal meetings, more serious work and study a.re 
carried on • Technical, historical, and biographical £acts are discussed. 
• Approximately one-third of the institutions have minstrel shows. 
From the cOllll!lents, they appear to be a favorite means o£ ente:rta.inment 
in some penal institutions. 
A small number o£ institutions perform operettas. Some have 
. pio~ced quite ambitious productions. (For example, last fall a penal 
farm for men did Kurt Weill's "Down in the Valley"). This activity is 
\I 
. ··rr 
!) 
il 
'I 
II 
851 1 
I limited fon some directors stated that it is dependent upon the present 
·J inmates that have musical abilities and histrionic abilities. 
Approximately 50 per cent of the institutions reporting 
data have community singing. This actiVity involves a good percentage 
of the total inmate population in the various institutions. Its main 
purpose appears to be that it is a diversion. Several directors stated 
that it proVides through common musical interest and effort a time of 
good cheer. 
The number of music activities reported by the institutions 
averages about four per institution. 
The music programs of the institutions for youthful offenders 
follow in general the p~blic schools. Some directors stated that their 
institutions maintained a school which was run similar to a regular 
public school. The vocal prog~am for these institutions may include 
community singing and listening for the general population; organized 
music classes for group singing and music appreciation; and religious 
and non-religious groups made-up of smaller groups selected for their 
special suitability. 
Some penal institutions have music study supervised by a 
music leader. This study may include learning of note-reading and 
sight-reading1 practice of instrumental and vocal s~ills, and the study 
of music appreciation,· history, theory 1 and harmony .. 
The musical activities in the correctional institutions, also 
include participation in musical performances for purposes of institutional 
servioes 1 such as playing in the band or orchestra, or singing in the 
chorus at -- religious services, assemblies, outdoor sport affairs, and 
theater presentations. 
The extent of music activities in the penal institutions of 
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northeastern United States ranges from those that have no music 
I 
:J activities. or a small amount. to those that have a rather extensive II J J 
1 amount. 
Interpretation of ~uestionnaire results. From the tabulation 
II I! o:f the questionnaire results, several significant facts emerge that jl 
II help us to see more clearly the situation and extent of music activities j! 
l!i •• in the penal institutions of northeastern United States. 
t! ±t is significant that 82.9 per cent of the total number of 
ll 
jl penal institutions returned their questionnaires. This in itself would 
:1 indicate that the penal directors are anxious to help with a study that II . ~ might offer some solution or aid to their musio problems. Th: £aot that 
li many of the replies included comments was also significant. t:t indicated 
1l that the directors were willing to take their time to express their 
1: 
i! 
1. opinion.s as to the use of music in their educative reformative-
!! 
I' 
11 rehabilitative program, and to express the weak points and strengths 
ll·of their musio programs. Jlsny frankly stated the weaknesses of their 
,I music programs and some suggested the need for a greater :n.,WJiber of'.~music 
I activities. 
' 
I Of the replies received many chose to comment and set forth 
I il the need for a more extensive music program. Some stressed the :fact 
1\ that music activities were dependent on the abilities of the staff and 
1! the inmates present. others stated that the music activities were 
I! 
Jj suspended because of "interference with the work program and they did 
!i not consider it feasible to have them at night. n One of the signific-ant 
11 results obtained in the comments was the number of replies indicating 
ll insufficient funds and space to adequately cover the requirements of a 
.I 
il satisfactory program. others claimed that they considered music 
·-:.~-
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ll excellent therapy and one of the bast outlets for practic-ally all 
·I 
1
1 custodial persons. 
fl 
• But due to lack of funds, proper personnel were 
;1 unavailable, and, hence, their music programs were not up to the level j! 
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that they deemed desirable. 
About one-tenth of the penal institutions that returned the 
questionnaires have no music activities of any kind, and in about three-
tenths only a few activities are maintained. In the remainder 
of the penal institutions, music activities may include: listening 
to music over a reproducing or public address system in the work shop 
87 
and dining hall, listening to music over the radio, band activity, 
,, ll dance orchestra, concert orchestra, cho:bal groups, instrumental instruction~ 
l1 appreciation or listening, minstrel shows, and aonnnunity singing. A few 
'i L 
11 of the more progressive institutions put on operettas, and some have 
II 
!j advanced classes in music such as -- music theory, harmony, and 
I II 
r: counterpoint. From this evidence, it should be stated that much good 
II work is being done in music in the penal institutions of northeastern 
J! United States. However, in those institutions which do not have ma:ny 
i ~ 
I! music activities, the majority of the directors agree that what they 
1
1 have is not adequate to meet the needs of a correctional-educational 
I . 
II jl program. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions. From the preceding chapters we can see that the 
music activity programs of the penal institutions of northeastern 
United States are in many oases far from being ideal. 
We found from the reports of penal administrators that music 
is used and needed by the individuals in their institutions for instruction 
I 
I 
J 
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i 
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II II II. 
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li 
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in wholesome leisure•time activities~ for guidance towards the achievement ji 
of mental health, and as an ai~ in a type of social education designed to 1j 
li 
ii develop personal insight and an understanding of interpersonal values and 
community living. 
On the other hand, it is interesti.ng to note that there are 
directors and wardens who are concerned chiefly with the custody of their 
inmates, with the profits of their production plants, and very little with 
the human and social values of rehabilitation. This was made evident in 
th~ comments made by the administr~tors who eliminated music activities 
because they interfered with the work program of their respective 
institutions. 
~he varying degrees of educati_onal equipment for tlie music 
programs of the penal institutions parallel that of the public school 
system. Some schools have merely the bare essentials necessary for 
teaching; whereas, others are equipped with a panorama of educational 
facilities. The same is true in the penal or correctional institutions. 
The allotment of varying amounts of funds, also, influences the 
functioning and make-up of the penal institutions just as it does in the 
II 
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schools. 
There is a lack of literature which can be consulted for 
a systematic presentation of the aims 1 methods, and cautions to be 
11 observed in the field of music in the penal system. This might have 
11 some influence on the extremes in the amounts of musical activities in il li the various institutions. Some do not have any musical activities, 
I some have a limited number, and others have a considerable number of' 
i 
1
.music activities. A foundation of' various prfunciples and policies in 
regard to music is needed to foster more music activities.in the penal 
or correctional institutions. 
Before it is possible to go very far, the administrators 
I of the penal institutions must be convinced that music would be 
I'
ll effective in penal treatment or reformation and should form an integral 
!i 
jj part of the correctional education program. If the penal directors can 
I . . 
11 be convinced of that, then improvemeRts will be made in regard to the 
II 
/ music activities in the penal institutions. 
I Music is importan-t in the total reformative-rehabilitative 
1.1 I! Program of the inmates in need of correction. The individuals in the· 
il penal institutions of northeastern United States should and could be 
!I· 
iJ.offered good music in all its phases. 
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CHAPTER IX 
THE NEED FOR FURTEER STUDY 
I 
I 
The~ £or further study. 
[ "'Which one might consult concerning the lllmOUllt o£ musical activity in the 
T.here is a lack o£ literature 
I 
penal institutions, and there is no book, to the km.owledge o£ the writer, 
which one might consult for a systematic presentation o£ t~e aims, 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
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! 
methods, and cautions to be observed in the field o£ music in the penal 
system. T.here are various books., magazine articles, and brief' discussions 
in annual reports of' organizations concerned with penal or correctional 
institutions that merely refer or state briefly that music is carried on 
I in the institutions and contributes to the social integration of' the 
inmates. These. statements are inadequate as sources of' information iJa 
carrying out or establishing programs of music aotiVi ties. These facts 
,, stress the need for further study in the field of music in the penal 
1! _system. 
I 
i 
The present study was intended to be regarded as an 
introductory study in determining the e~ent to which music actiVities 
are being used as a part of' correctional or penal rehabilitative 
programs. MOre studies are needed so that principles and policies 
ooncerming music activities in the penal institutions can be £ormulated. 
From this foundation the proper music program may be fostered and 
· MUsic educators in the field of penal work are as yet, almost 
non-existe:a.ii 6 and it w1.ll probably be some years be£ore there w1.11 be 
positions filled by persons who are as able as those employed in teaching 
91 
e music in public schools. A keen music educator who can work out methods 
of applying his musical knowledge and skill to the emotional problems 
-of human beings who are inmates of prisons, reformatories, and other 
peE.al institutions should emerge with a set of techniques that are not 
only absorbingly interesting, but also extremely helpfUl to the 
individuals in the penal or correctional institutions. 
ABSTRACT 
~ problem. I£ we assume that the function of penal 
institutions. is to reform, which is the modern scientific approach, and 
that reformation is an educational process -- so music should form an 
integral part of this phase of education because of its influence and 
contribution towards the mental health and life development of the 
individuals in these institutions. 
This study is an attempt to ascertain the extent to which 
music activities are carried on in the various type~ of pe~al institutions2 
in northeastern United States. It is intended that the present study be 
regarded as an introductory study in determining the degree to which 
music activities are being used as part of correctional education. 
The institutions used in the present study represent the 
I. state and federal institutions of northeastern United States which I' !' 
l includes those of the states of 1\IIa.ine., New Hampshire., Vermont., 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island~ Connecticut, New York, New Jersey~ and 
Pennsylvania. The penal correctional institutions are of various types 
including prisons., reformatories, penitentiaries., penal farms, 
vocational schools, correctional ustitutions, and institutions for 
the criminally insane. 
Since there must be some limitations as to scope in a study 
of this character, the writer has confined his attention primarily 
on the i"oll'O'Wing niusic activities: band, dance orchestra, concert 
orchestra, choral groups -- religious and non-religious, instrumental 
instruction, appreciation or listening, minstrel show, and community 
participate aw perfor.mers or listeners. 
spent listening to rmisio over the radio and over the public address 
in the work shops and dining halls. 
Summary of previous research. The literature of penology 
was careful~y investigated for material bearing on penal philosophy 
and methods of penal treatment. Also,. particular attention has been 
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il 
given to various sources regarding education and the use and importance 
I 
of music in the program of penal correctional education. A canvass 
was not made of the current studies in the field of music in penal 
'I I, 
il 
institutions for none are to be found. i This stresses the need for a •I fl ! 
II 
'I I. 
I 
I 
II 
study of this type. 
~ research procedure. The type of research used in the 
study is called by Good, Barr, and Scates "nor.mative-survey" research 
by means of "questionnaire inquiries.n A general study introductory 
in character was needed to give orientation t·o the approach of the 
whole problem of education and to the need and use of music in 
correctional or penal institutions in northeastern United States. 
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The data in this survey were obtained by means of questionnaire iJ 
/I 
,: 
inquiries. The general plan of this study was outlined and the 
questionnaire to be used in the survey was prepared. Personal inter-
views were held with two directors of penal institutions included in 
the survey. It was then revised to improve its objectivity and to make 
it more practical and convenient. During this.process, consultations 
were held with penologists and music educators. 
Copies of the questionnaires were sent to seventy institutions 
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in the nine states that comprise northeastern United States. Replies 
were received from fifty-eight, or 82.9 per cent, of the seventy 
institutions. (The 'I I· 
Out of the analysis and evaluation 1/ 
~ I 
The data obtained were summari~ed and tabulated. 
data cover the fiscal year 1951-1952). 
of the data have come the conclusions. !i 
Swmnary 2£. findings. About one-tenth of the penal institutions 
that returned the questionnaires have no music activities of any kind, 
and in about three-tenths only a few music activities are maintained. 
In the remainder of the penal institutions the music activities are 
quite varied. The musical activities include listening to music over 
a reproducing or public address system in the work shop and dining hall, 
and listening to music over the radio. Other activities are: band, dance 
orchestra, concert orchestra, choral groups, instrumental instruction, 
appreciation or listening, minstrel shows, and community singing. A 
few of the more progressive institutions put on operettas, and some 
have advanced classes in music such as -- music theory, harmony, and 
counterpoint. 
A number of institutions lack music activities. From the reports 
made by the various penal directors it is evident that there are several 
factors influencing this. Among these are insufficient appropriations, 
lack of space, the need of proper personnel, and the interference of 
music activities with the work program. 
From the comments made by the directors or administrators it was 
made apparent that music activities in the penal institutions of north-
eastern United States are used and needed by the individuals in these 
institutions for instruction in wholesome leisure-time activities) for 
guidance towards the achievement of mental health£. and as an aid in 
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a type of social education designed to develop personal ~sight and an 
understanding of interpersonal values and community living. 
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APPENDlX 
. APPENDIX I 
A SURVEY OF THE MUSIC ACTIVITIES IN THE PENAL 98 
INSTITUTIONS OF NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES 
Name of InstitutiOlL----;-------------------------------
.,_, Location of Institution ______________________________ _:__ 
Designation of Institution: [Please check] 
[ ] Prison [ ] Reformatory [ ] ·Penitentiary [ ] Penal Farm 
[ ] Vocational School [ ] Correctional Institution [ ] Institution for the Criminally Insane 
Does your institution provide music for inmates over a reproduction or public address system? 
Yes [] No [] 
[If "yes" please indicate in the appropriate spaces the amount of time per day] 
In Work Shop In Dining Hall Other 
During working hours 
Before working hours · 
After working hours 
During meal· time 
How m~ny inmates have radios in cells?---------
How much of cell time do you think they spent listening to musi~al p~ograms?---------
MUSIC ACTIVITY PROGRAM 
Does your institution have any music activities in which inmates participate as performers or listeners? 
· · Yes [ ] No [] 
[If "yes" please check and designate in the following: 
I Directed by Does It Is It Limited Does It How Rehearse to Inmates Give Concerts How 
Many In often does 
··- Profess- Inmate During At Other Yes No For For Group 
Group 
ional workhrs Times Inmates Public Meet 
Band 
Dance Orchestra 
Concert Orchestra 
Choral Gr_9ups [A] Religious 
.. 
[B] Non-religious 
Instrumental Instruction 
Appreciation or listeni~g 
Minstrel Show 
Operetta 
Community Singing 
Other [Please list] 
If you have' had any music instruction in your institution, do you believe it worthwhile for the individuals? 
' Yes [ ] No [ J 
Do you wish a copy of the results of this survey? Yes [] No [] 
4ltr Comment.S-------------------------------------
This survey is being made under educational direction as a part of a program of Graduate study at 
. Boston University by: Anthony Apicella, 19 Essex Street, Malden 48, Mass. 
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' . PENITENTIARIES 
I: 
t 
1: 
ALCATRAZ ISLAND, CALIF. 
ATLANTA, GA. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS. 
LEWISBURG,PA. 
McNEIL ISLAND, WASH. 
TERRE HAUTE, IND. 
REFORMATORIES 
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO 
EL RENO, OKLA. . 
ENGLEWOOD, COLO. 
PETERSBURG, VA. 
REFORMATORY FOR WOMEN 
~' ALDERSON, W.VA. 
MEDICAL CENTER 
SPRINGFIELD, MO. .·, 
- ... -. ....... __ ,.,. .. 
UNITED STATES PRISON SYSTEM 
.ENGLEWOOD 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
ASHLAND, KY. 
DANBURY, CONN. 
LA TUNA, TEXAS 
MILAN,MICH. 
SEAOOVILLE, TEXAS 
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 
TEXARKANA, TEXAS 
INSTITUTIONS FOR JUVENILES 
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL 
FOR BOYS, WASH,O.G. 
NATURAL BRIDGE, VA. 
PRISON CAMPS 
MILL POINT, W.VA. . 
MONTGOMERY, ALA. 
TUCSON, ARIZ. 
DETENTION HEADQUARTERS 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 
--··-·-----
J' ·_""'""'.! SeotioA. of the United States included in this survey. 
·~-~~--=-========================T===---
